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Judge's ruling
ignites football
telecast uproar

Spittin'and grinnin'
The Robertson Center kindergarten children of Ann Chrtsman
and Mary Johnson enjoyed one of the last treats of summer — a
watermelon feast and seed-spitting contest. Shown clockwise are
James Foster trying his luck at seed spitting, Matthew Tucker
showing his enjoyment of the day's activities, Darlene Foster and
Lori Cook sharing thoughts about their treats, and a group of
kindergarten children. The watermelons were grown by Conrad
Hutson of Murray.
Photos by Barry Johnson

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A federal judge's ruling concerning collegiate football television •
rights may affect the game scheduled Oct. 28 between Murray State
and host Eastern Kentucky.
The game, rescheduled from Saturday, Oct. 30 to accommodate a
television contract with WTBS in Atlanta, may not be televised
should the court ruling stand.
Placing the television contract with the two schools in jeopardy is
the ruling by U.S. Judge Juan C. Burciaga. filed Wednesday, which
will allow every NCAA school to sell television rights to its football
games without restriction t see Associated Press story on Page 8 for
more details.
According to NCAA Public Relations Director David Cawood, the
ruling would affect not only the NCAA television contracts with ABC
and CBS. but "all television contracts would be affected. including
WTBS."
"Right now we ( NCAA are asking for an immediate restraining
order to stay the judge's ruling," Cawood said, "But with things like
this. you never know what might happen.
"We feel we have a good case and a good reason for obtaining a
TRO ( temporary restraining order and we're hoping the courts will
act on this by the weekend. As of right now the networks, according
to our understanding, will conduct business as usual this weekend."
Because of the sudden impact created by Burciaga's decision,
many institutions with television contracts are up in the air about
what will happen.
.
Eastern Kentucky Athletic Director.. Donald Combs said since- c'
everything has happened so quickly "we haven't done anything yet.
We're just going to wait and see what comes about."
Combs didn't want to speculate on whether the game between EKU
and Murray State would be returned to its regularly scheduled time
on Oct. 30 if the television contract was nullified.
"This is just the first round." Combs said about the ruling. •'We're
hoping everything gets straightened out before we have to play."
The contract with WTBS included the prospect of lighting
Eastern's Hanger Field with temporary facilities specifically for the
Thursday night encounter. Without the television lighting, the game
would possibly have to be rescheduled during daylight hours as
Hanger Field has no permanent lighting available.
Jon Verner, sports information director for the Ohio Valley Conference, said. -Everything beyond this weekend is a big question
mark. If the ruling stands, the networks — they've already set up a
tentative schedule — could certainly go ahead and honor their contracts.
"But on the other hand," Verner added, ''they could say,'Well. we
were only doing this (televising Division 1-AA games ) because the
NCAA told us we had to. Now we're going to televise Notre Dame.
USC or Oklahoma every week."'
When Don Ellis. sports producer for WTBS. was asked about his
station's stand on the situation, he responded in a telephone interview that it was too early to tell what would happen.
"It's difficultto make a response — if our contract with the NCAA
is null and void — because until we know what our options are exactly, it's hard to say. Basically with us, we'll wait until we're notified as
Continued On Page 2)

Two CCHS students are
scholarship semifinalists

Murray electric bills to increase
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The electric bills of Murray
customers will increase by 4.4 percent beginning in November.
However, the Tennessee Valley
Authority is formulating changes
which could result in lower rates

for some users and higher rates
for others.
The Murray Electric System
Plant Board learned of the TVA's
mandated 4.4 percent rate hike,
and its planned rate reform, at its
meeting Wednesday.
The _higher electric rate will
take effect in October, the new
fiscal year, and will show up on
customers' November bills. City
Mostly sunny, cooler and less
Council representative Steve
humid today. Highs in the mid
Sammons asked if the utility could
to upper 70s. North winds 5 to 15
absorb the increase rather than
mph. Fair and cool tonight.
raise customers' rates. but
Lows in the low to mid 50s.
Superintendent Ron Underwood
Light northeast winds. Increassaid that would violate the board's
ing cloudiness and mild Friday.
contract with TVA. Absorbing the
Highs in the mid to upper 70s.
increase would put the authority
West to southwest winds 5 to 10
in a deficit, even though there is
mph.
some money in reserve, , the
superintendent added.
'We have 'X' dollars in reserve,
One Section —20 Pages
we're supposedly non-profit, and
Aces
11
here we are passing a rate inClassifieds
18, 19
crease on to the public," SamComics
18
mons'said. However, violating the
Crosswords
18
TVA--contract is "unheard of,"
Dear Abby
15
Underwood said, and attorney
Dr. Lamb
14
John Gregory assured the board
Horoscope
12
the TVA contract has "some teeth
Murray today
4 56
in it." •
Obituuys
e
20
Chairman Rob Ray said the
Perspective
3
board is now charging the lowest
Sports
89
allowable rate, and it could look at
the possibility of lowering the rate
MISS
once the TVA revises its rate
YOUR PAPER!
structure.
Subscribers who have not
"I don't think there's any doubt
received their home:delivered • that .everybody on- the board's
copy of The &Term Ledger & Times
ready to reduce rates," Ray said..
by 5:30 p m Monday-Friday or
The board should get a chance
by 3'30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to see the TVA's new rate structo call 7531416 between
ture by January. The rate reform
5:30
p.m. end 6 p.m., Monday Shrewish Fri
will reflect an increase in
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyr
wholesale power costs, and will
days.
revise virtually every category of

sunny today

today's index

user, he said.
Any local rate changes would
have to made in agreement with
the TVA, and the new rate structure is to be implemented by next
April, Underwood pointed out.
While awarding pay increases
to its employees, the board also
named a committee to formulate
a salary policy. The board
presently has no written policy,
though Underwood said consistent
standards are used. He will meet
with board members Tim Miller
and David Graham and two
employees to draw up a written
policy.
The pay increase, along with fringe benefit hikes, will cost the
local utility $46,000 in the 1982-83
fiscal year, Underwood said. The
5.8 percent cost-of-living hike will
be applied to current salaries
ranging from approximately $750$800 per month, to $2,300 per
month,according to Underwood.
Merit raises up to 3.2 percent
will be based on evaluations and
are subject to board approval.
Underwood recommended the
city begin gradually converting
from mercury-vapor lights to
high-pressure sodium fixtures,
both for the latter's cost-savings
and energy efficiency. and for the
improved visibility they afford.
The new lights could mean a 27
percent cost savings over the present type, based on identical output, Under*Ood eXpin cher
Mercury-vapor securitylights are
not even available anymore, and
mercury vapor is generally considered obsolete, he said.
The cost efficiency of the lights
"should show up at the customer's
level," and might help delay

[ BEST

future cost increases. Underwood
said after the meeting.
The City Colncil will have to approve conversion to the lights, but
Underwood said he foresees no op-,
position to it. The new lights could
be installed in certain sections of
the city, and the displaced lights
used to replace old lamps in other
I Continued On Page 2

Jury selection
announced for
District Court
The following names were
drawn in open court and are summonsed to report for jury duty in
the Calloway County District
Court on Friday, Oct. 1, at 9 a.m.
They are: Anna M. Adams.
Judith Ainley, Sue Allison. Jean
Barger, Jerry Bibb. Wynnona
Brinn, Cecelia. Brock. Diane
Bury, Kathryn Chrisman,
Eleanor Christopher, Howard
Coy, Randy Darnell, Frank
Doran, Viva P. Ellis, Virginia
Furches, William Furgerson.Sandra Gallimore, Gloria Garrastazer, Burton Gee. Mary E.
Hamilton, Ricky E. Harris. Pat
Holt, Opal Howard. Stan Key,
Denecia Lovins, William Majors,
Boyce Dwain McClard. Mary
Ruth McCuistort Dorothy N. Nan:
itrYiaIV Nesbitt', Owen
Nors worthy , W .B. Outland.
Lowell Palifier, William Donald
Peterson, Dorothy Pi-Ovine, Loyd
B. Raper. Mary Louise •Short.
Wanda Stone, 'Jerry Vance,
Rosina Zimmerman. Submitted
by Ann P. Wilson, Clerk.

Two Calloway County High
School seniors are 'among 15,000
students nationwide recognized as
National Merit Scholarship
semifinalists.
Lisa McDonald, daughter of Ms.
Martha McDonald. and Carl
Anderson, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Buford Anderson, both are in competition for 5,000 Merit Scholar-,
ships to be awarded in the spring
by the National Merit Scholarship
Corp.
McDonald plans to major in premedicine in college and become a
surgeon. Anderson will major in
physics and plans to become a
physicist.
Approximately 1,000,000
students attending some 18,000
secondary schools entered the
competition by taking the PSATNMSQT in 1981 when most were
juniors. Those designated as
semifinalists are being honored
Carl Anderson
publicly as the highest scorers in
their respective states. In addi- tion. they are being identified to
colleges and universities in the
hope of increasing educational opportunities for these students.
Semifinalists also must meet
additional requirements to adVance to the final standing. Each
semifinalist who becomes a
finalist must be fully endorsed and
recommended for scholarships by
the high school principal,
demonstrate high academic standing in records submitted by the
school, substantiate high performance on the qualifying test
with equivalent scores on another
examination, and supply
biographical data and a .selfdescription of activities end extra-,
curricular accomplishments,
In April and May, merit.
scholars will be announced at
three different times. In the 27
competitions between 1956 and
1982, over 73,000 students have
won Merit Scholarships valued at
about $210 million
I .isa McDonald
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Princess Grace spent
last hours in coma

Flat doesn't
stop student
on bike trek
A flat tire on tus 10-speevi
de before he got out of town
.
have been interpreted as a bad
omen by Steve Schultheis. But h.
never gave it a thought.
Instead, the Evansville, Ind
senior at Murray State University
rode merrily on his way from
Muray to Hollywood. Fla.. a trip
that took three weeks of pedaling
and covered an estimated 1.100
nules.
Schultheis, a 22-year-old printing management major, left on
June 5 and arrived to visit his
sister Debbie, a nurse, on July 3.
He did stop in Orlando. Fla., for a
week to visit a friend en route.
His flat was really the only difficulty of any kind he encountered
on the entire journey, and he
repaired that alongside the road
Just south of Murray.
Schultheis, who exudes enthusiasm when he talks about his
adventure, added that his tires got
special attention at only one other
point along the way.
"I rotated them," he explained
with a grin through his light
brown, full beard,"in Port St. Joe,
Fla."
Visits to Shiloh National Park in
Tennessee and Ocala National
Forest in Florida were among the
planned highlights of the trip, and
Schultheis calls it "a stroke of
luck':that his itinerary had him in
the Cape Kennedy area to see the
launch of the Space Shuttle.
Probably the greatest concerns
of the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Schultheis were safety and the
heat as he rode through Tennessee, south through Alabama
and then followed the Florida
panhandle around the Gulf of
Mexico and down the western
edge of the state most of the way.
wore a reflector vest and, of
course, had reflectors on my bike
as safety factors," he explained.
"It wis,hot but I had done quite a
bit of riding and some running to
get myself into shape physically
before I set out, so I had really no
problem with the heat."
Loaded with a tent, a portable
gas stove. food and clothing in his
panniers and his camera,
toothpaste and other personal
items in a handlebar bag.
Schultheis tried to cover about 70
miles on most days.

TAKING A BREATHER — Steve Schultheis takes advantage of a late afternoon stop in Cross City, Fla.,
on
June 20 to relax and chat with a service station operator. The 22-year-old Evansville, Ind., senior at Murray
State University was nearing the end of his estimated 1,100 mile bicycle trip from Murray to Hollywood,
Fla.,
which took him from June 5 to July 3, with a week stopover in Orlando, Fla., to visit a friend.
He camped along the road on covered another 20 miles or so
then he added quickly. "I wound
private property or on church before making camp.
up on gravel roads a time or two
grounds — but always after getHis cycling adventure was not
but that made it all the more inting permission. A couple times he the first for Schultheis. He rode
teresting."
was invited to sleep under roof by more than 1,000 miles
from
Once in Flordia he got caught in
some of the hospitable people he Missoula, Mont., to Astoria,
Ore., a hard rain but he "just rode on
met along the way.
in a group of 10 Bike Centennial in
because it was refreshing on such
"In addition to making certain 1978 and a year later
pedaled a hot day. Mosquitos proved to be
that I obeyed all laws," he eecall- alone from Evansville to
Halifax, a nuisance in the swamp areas of
ed. "I was meticulous about leav- Nova Scotia — a distance of
more Flordia, but he said they -were to
ing an area just as I found it when than 2,000 miles.
be expected."
I broke camp — no litter or even
Past experience enabled him to
Described by Schultheis as
any evidence I had been there ex- plan his trip this summer
with
"much quicker but not nearly as
cept maybe the gross packed greater insight. He ordered couninteresting," his return by air
down."
ty maps in advance and rode the
from Florida took six hours, inGenerally on the road by about 8 backroads to avoid traffic and to
cluding a three-hour layover in
a.m., he tried to plan his route enjoy the pastoral scenery of
the
Atlanta. Then he added an aftereach day so that he was near a South.
thought:
park to take a swim and a shower
"It was the best trip yet by bicy"Next time, I think I'll just ride
in the afternoon. Usually he cle for me," Schultheis pondered,
round trip."

Israelis seize west Beruit beaches; halt drive
BEIRUT, Lebanon -I AP
—
Israeli forces seized west Beirut's
beaches and punched into the sector's two main commercial
centers today before calling a halt
to the drive and declaring a
unilateral cease-fire.
Leftist Moslem militiamen fired
bazookas and rifles to slow the
Israeli drive into the Hamra
Street shopping district near
Lebanon's Central Bank, the
prime minister's'office reported.

Associated Press correspondent
G.G. Labelle and photographer
Bob Dear saw an Israeli tank hit
as it pulled around a corner into
Hamra Street. A gigantic explosion threw a shower of debris into
the air, and when the smoke
cleared nothing could be seen of
the big grey tank.
In Israel, the government said it
was declaring a unilateral ceasefire today after completing its advancing into hostile west Beirut,
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Ghotbzadeh executed
NICOSIA, Cyprus t AP) —
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, the former
Iranian foreign minister who fell
from favor after opposing spy
trials for the American hostages
in Tehran, was executed by a firing squad for plotting to topple
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
government, the official Iranian
news agency reported today.
The news agency IRNA said the
execution was carried out in
Tehran Wednesday night on the
basis of a verdict issued by the Army Revolutionary Tribunal and
approved by the High Judicial
Court. IRNA gave no other details
of the execution.

Murray woman still
satisfactory
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and Prime Minister Menaehem
Begin called an emergency
Cabinet meeting for later today to
review the Lebanon situation
following the assassination of
President-elect Bashir Gemayel.
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A Murray woman remained in
satisfactory condition today
following a jump from the Eggner's Ferry Bridge near Aurora
in Marshall County Tuesday morning.
According to an official report
filed with the Marshall County
Sheriff's Department by Deputy
Andy Sedlock, a male friend of the
woman told police that she had
been distraught and had eariler
informed him of her intentions.
She also told another woman that
morning about her plans, the
document stated.
Several witnesses reportedly
watched as the woman was pulled
from the river by two Murray
fishermen who were directly
below the bridge when the incident occurred. The two men
transported the woman to a nearby marina, where she was later
taken to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment.
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
and Kentucky Water Patrol
assisted in the incident.
She is the mother of two
children. Her name was withheld
at the request of the family.

University Regents
to meet Saturday
The Murray State University
Board of Regents will meet at 2
p.m. Saturday in the board room
of Wells Hall.
Included in the agenda is the
swearing-in of the five new
regents appointed by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.

Correction

-

A cutline In • Wednesday's
'newspaper incorrectly stated the
10-percent penalty on city taxes
would implemented Oct. 1. The
penalty tax does not effect until
Nov 1.

MONTE CARLO, Monaco t AP )
That contradicted other reports
— Princess Grace spent her last that 17-year-old
Stephanie, ineligihours in a coma, kept alive by
ble for a driver's license until her
machines while the world was
lath birthday, had been behind the
assured her injuries from a car
wheel. A witness who claimed to
crash were not critical, senior
have pulled Stepharue from the
medical sources directly involved
wreckage said she was on the
in her treatment said today.
driver's side
The sources, who requested
Investigators said it was imanonymity, said palace officials
possible to determine yet who was
knew from the start that the
driving or what caused the acciformer American movie star was dent.
in extremely serious condition.
The second palace communique
"She had multiple injuries of the
just before midnight (6 p.m. EDT)
head, thorax and legs and no
said Princess Grace had died
surgical operation was confrom a brain hemorrhage about 90
ceivable," one of the sources said.
minutes earlier.
"The seriousness of her condition
It did not elaborate on her inwas confirmed by a scanner ex- juries
but said her condition had
amination."
steadily worsened through the
Initial but unofficial reports night and
that all avenues of treatfrom palace sources said only that
ment had been exhausted by TuesGrace had suffered a broken leg
day afternoon.
and her daughter Stephanie
Rumors circulated in Monte
escaped major injury Monday
when their car plunged 120 feet in- Carlo that day that Grace had
to a ravine in French territory just lapsed into a coma.
The medical sources confirmed
outside the Mediterranean printhis and said Grace was put on a
cipality.
Less than 40 hours later, Grace life support system several hours
after the accident.
was dead.
Grace's husband Prince Rainier
The royal palace's press office
had said Monday that Grace's on- III and their two other children,
Caroline, 25, and Albert, 24, were
ly injury was a broken leg and that
at her bedside when she died, the
she was expected to remain
palace said.
hospitalized for 10 days. It also
On Wednesday afternoon,
;aid Stephanie had been treated
Rainier broke the news to
for minor bruises and released.
There were only two official Stephanie that her mother was
palace communiques on the acci- dead, then returned to his ancient
hilltop castle with Caroline and
dent.
Albert.
The first, about nine hours after
Stephanie remained hospitalizthe accident, said Grace was in
"satisfactory" condition but was ed today. A palace spokeswoman
being watched closely because of said none of the girl's injuries
"threatened her life."
a broken leg and other injuries.
Reports that could not be conNadia Lacoste, who had been
firmed at the time described those Grace's spokeswoman since she
injuries as two broken ribs, a frac- married Rainier 26 years ago,
tured collarbone and a broken said she spent some time with
right leg. There were also repollow-Ftainier and his children Wednesthat her thigh, not leg, was day after rushing back from a
broken.
West German vacation.
The palace statement said
"They all looked so sad it hurt
Grace had been driving the 10- just to look at them." Mrs.
year-old Rover and that its brakes Lacoste said, her face ashen.
had failed on a steep mountain "The prince looked terrible. He
road.
looked ,beaten."

MES plant board...
( Continued From Page 1 )
areas when they burn out, he said.
If council approves, conversion
could start immediately, he added.
In other business, the board approved Underwood's recommendation that the TVA's revised
home insulation program be
adopted. Effective Oct. 1,
customers will still be able to get
home-weatherization loans of up
to $1,203 interest-free. However,
the heat-pump and wood-stove installation programs will be dropPecl-

County schools
to conduct sale
Calloway County Elementary
Schools at East, North and
Southwest will kick off their annual magazine sale on Friday.
Sept. 17.
This is an annual promotion by
the schools with forty per cent of
the gross sales being returned to
the schools, a spokesman said.
Students, kindergarten through
sixth grade, at each of the elementary schools may participate in
the promotion if they desire.
Prizes will be awarded to students
for their efforts.

The weatherization loans ace
the best service to customers,
while the heat-pump program "is
really not doing anything for the
customer he can't do for himself,"
Underwood said later. And he told
the board, "I can't see financing
wood stoves anyway. If you're going to finance a wood stove, why
not finance a gas furnace?" He
later said he thinks it inappropriate for an electric utility to
finance a competing heat source.

New Concord man
arrested by sheriff
A New Concord man, 19-yearold Timothy Ronald Tracy, was
charged Wednesday with possession of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia on a warrant stemming from a prior investigation, stated a spokesman
for the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
A Sept. 13 search of his
residence uncovered a small
amount of marijuana and items of
drug-related paraphernalia, it
was noted.
He was lodged Wednesday in the
Calloway County Jail on $500 cash
bond.
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Judge's ruling...
Continued From Page II
to what the situation is and then cross that bridge when we get
there," Ellis said.
"If the judge's ruling stands it's creating a wide-open situation and
a major one at that. But we're not looking to make any changes in
what we have scheduled right now and very honestly we have a contract with the NCAA and we're not unhappy with our arrangement at
all.
"When we find out what is going on exactly, we'll definitely let you
know what we're going to do," Ellis concluded.
Presently the NCAA limits the number of televised appearances by
individual institutions to only six times per two-year contract period
which breaks down to only four national and two regional appearances. The NCAA limitations also state no member may appear
more than four times in the first year of the two-year agreement, nor
more than five times in the second year of the contract.
Because of these limitations, contends EKU's Combs, "Twentyfive to 30 decadents" of the NCAA membership are causing all the
problems. "People tend to forget," he emphasized, "that an overwhelming majority of the original 785 members of the NCAA voted
that the NCAA should make the television contracts. It's just a few
schools who claim they can be on television every week that are trying to mess things up for everybody.
"Should all of this happen (judge's ruling I would hazard a guess
you'd see ABC carry Notre Dame,Southern Cal and Ohio State; CBS
pick up the Southwest and somebody else pick up the Southeast and
there wouldn't be much room for anybody else," Combs said.
Frank Beamer, Murray State fooball coach, expressed his opinion
about the judge's ruling, saying, "If this thing goes through the rich,
will defliiftelY gel tidier arid the pr
get poorer. Each individual
school will be bargaining for the top dollar for the outstanding game
of the week and I can only see it hurting a majority of the NCAA
'schools.
''Obviously the top 10 schools will benefit ftom such a decision, but
there's no question it would hurt most of the other schools," Reamer
said. However, the Racer coach added he thought the entire issue 'Is
a long, long way from being finalizeits
.
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Banks blamed for
Mexican looting
Mexico's President Jose Lopez Portillo has said
his country was being looted of its wealth. He blamed the private banks and announced they would be
nationalized.
The private banks may have facilitated the flight
of Mexican capital, mostly to the United States. But
they were not primarily responsible. The flight has
occured, no question of that. Those who were
responsible were individual Mexicans of wealth
who distrusted the economy of their own country.
The plutocrats put their own selfish interest ahead
of their country's interest. They changed their
pesos into dollars and bought real estate, such as
condominiums and houses in the United States.
Lopez Portillo recalled the looting of Mexico by
the empires of the past. His audience of 2,000 invited
guests — presumably people of property and power
— probably themselves have taken more money out
of the country than they would care to admit.
The motivation for the nationalization of the
banks is unclear. Was it political, in order to
scapegoat the bankers for Mexico's troubles and
pacify the populist element in Mexican politics by
an action that appealed to the left wing? Or was it
an act of desperation to save the overextended
private banks from a nationwide wave of bank
failures?
In either case, it was bad medicine for the ailing
peso, suggesting to Mexicans and outsiders alike
that either Mexico's political system or its banking
system has been so far unable to cope with the currency crisis.
It is a crisis of confidence, and the crisis deepens.
Nothing seems to work. One system of currency
controls after another is established. None stops the
flight of wealth. The economy of border areas, like
ours, is utterly disrupted.
Americans can do little to help and Mexico hates
to ask us for help. What we can do, we should. It
begins to look as though nothing we can do will be
enough to avert catastrophe.

Crazed Khadafy
speaks out again
Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy, who spends
most of rhetoric ón whpping up terroriest activity
against the United States and other Western natins,
is at it again. But this time the Arab rabble-rouser
has said something worth listening to.
ithartafy has called on Third World countires to
quit the United Nations while it "is being used for
the benefit of America' and Israel." That the United
Nations has been used that way is news to both
Americans and Israelis, who have been the targets
of some awfully sharp verbal barbs in the United
Nations.
Khadafy's remarks, reported by the Libyan news
tgency Jana, were in a speech marking the 13th aniiversary of the Libyan revolutin. He charged the
United States was using its veto in the Security
Council "as a whip,..in the interest of the Israelis."
"If the United Nations is being used for the
benefit of America and Israel, we should leave it at
once. Many oppressed nations which are aware that
the United Nations has become an instrument in the
hands of America will follow our example."
Khadafy, as usual, talks nonsense. The Third
World countires, which side with the communist
bloc on anti-American, anti-Israeli resolutions in
the U.N. General Assembly, have been responsible
for all sorts of mischief in the global body. If anyone
has used — or misused — the United Nations, it is
Khadafy and his ilk.
Khadafy has shown the way. If he would only lead
the Third World exodus from the United Nations,
the united Nations would be better off for it.
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I have long enjoyed interesting
places in which to eat, not always so
much for the food served — although
I can appreciate that, too, if it's good
— as for the atmosphere and the
novelty of the really unusual ones.
One such place we recently came
across overlooks Lambert Field, the
busy St. Louis municipal airport. I
hope some of you have the opportunity also to eat there. You'll enjoy it.
It's known as the "94th Aero
Squadron — 1st Pursuit Group — Air
Service — First Army." At least,
that's what is on the cover of the
menu.
It is — what I took it to be — a
replica of the squadron headquarters
of the 94th Aero Squadron at Toul,
France, during World War One. This
was one of the first American fighter
squadrons to see aerial combat in
that war.
It scored more air victories than
any other American squadron during
the war, and with such famous pilots
as Eddie Rickenbacker and James
Norman Hall, became the most
famous of early American combat

Ten years ago
Dr. Robert Burke, associate professor of history at Murray State
University, spoke at meeting of Murray Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported include Elgie B.
Arant,82.
Roy Beasley is serving as minister
of Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Haskins on
Sept. 10.
Fred Gillum, County Extension
Agent in Youth, spoke at meeting of
Alma School Parent-Teacher
Association, according to Mrs.
Howard Bucy, president.
Twenty years ago
David E. Bogard, Seaman Apprentice, United States Navy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Troy W. Bogard, is serving
aboard attack aircraft carrier USS
Saratoga, operating out of Mayport,
Fla.
Joe Thomas Thurman, Murray,
was one of 18 Kentuckians who
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theast of the airport's main terminal
and across the two-mile-long eastwest runways. It's on McDonnell
Blvd., and almost within the shadow
of the international headquarters of
McDonnell-Douglas, the big airplane
building company with some 65,000
employees.
The best I could determine it is on
what we used to know as Brown
Road, but long gone to make room for
the airport's runway extensions are
the big old dairy barn and silo and the
sprawling private school's campus
which wre such familiar and
welcome landmarks for those aboard
incoming planes.
As you go up the walk to the entrance, you wind your way through
sand-bagged machine gun and antiaircraft emplacements, past a WWI
ambulance, an actual size replica of
the French Spad, a munitions cart
and other paraphernalia of that
period in our history.
•••
The room in which you wait inside
before being seated is the "pilots'
ready room," and if you listen closely

He flew during a time when the full
color of chivalry appeared and the
skies of France saw winged warriors
bearing heraldic markings rise into
the sky for individual combat with
the most primitive of craft and aerial
weaponry.
Honor and valor were respected by
both sides — the Allies and the Germans — and the victor often saluted
the vanquished.
This is the spirit and the
atomsphere which has been created
through someone's keen imagination
in this most unusual restaurant. You
feel it all about you from the moment
you step out of your car.
•••

The place is located on a knoll nor-

received certificates as Certified
Public Accountants from Kentucky
State Board of Accounting.
Eddie Lee Grogan, Max Hughes,
Johnnie Kelso, Glena White, Vickie
Windsor, Gail Smith, Beth Blankenship, Ellen Watson, Charlotte Harmon, Evelyn Marine, Nona Bazzell,
Debbie Galloway, Kathleen Madrey,
Sharon Walston, Sharon Sledd,
Carolyn Murdock, Nancy Scull, Judy
Kelso, Janet like, Don Spiceland,
David Watson, Jerry Spiceland, Terrell Tidwell and Rodney Tidwell.
Calloway 4-H Club members, had
winning entries at State Fair,
Louisville.
Johnny Winter, son of Prof. and
Mrs. John C. Winter, has enrolled at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn.
Thirty years ago
Pictured are proposed buildings in
First Methodist Church building program scheduled to begin this month.
The construction cost will run approximately $250,000 with entire
plant being air conditioned.

Deaths reported include Clyde
Sledd,62, and Tan G. Robertson.
Johnny "Red" Reagan will be on
the mound for Alma Heights Baseball
Team as they meet Salem on Sunday.
Mrs. R.W. Blakely and Mrs. Marie
Tucker presented program at
meeting of Kirksey Baptist Church
WMU.
W.J. Pitman, son of Mrs. Opal McCuiston of Murray, is a member of
the faculty of Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg, Va.

Write a Letter .. Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
(42071.

you can hear tapes of typical conversations as they might have taken
place between the fliers as they
described their dog fights in the sky
and joshed each other about their
misses.
As you are escorted to a table, you
pass along darkened corridors with
sand-bagged walls, and all kinds of
French words and expressions are
scrawled on the timbers for you to try
to translate.
On the walls are scores of pictures
of Rickenbacker, Germany's Manfred von Richthofen, France's Rene
Fonck and Britain's Edward Mannock and other of the famous aces —
in groups, individually with their
planes and being decorated by Gen.
John J. Pershing and others.
Belts, caps, tunics and other pieces
of wearing apparel worn by the fliers
of that era as well as small pieces of
equipment that they carried also are
displayed.
Once in your booth, you'll find a
couple sets of earphones. Through
these you can listen to the flight controllers in the airport's tower across
the way as they give landing and
takeoff instructions to the planes, one
of which is either coming in or leaving every two or three minutes.
The side of the restaurant facing
the airport is virtually all glass so
you can watch the planes come and
go as you listen to their pilots' conversations with the tower.
•••
The place is different. The foci' is
good and reasonably priced. The
highest thing on the luncheon menu
was a "Top Sirloin Rickenbacher" at
$6.95.
A soft-lighted patio is outside
where, if you so desire on a warm
summer night, you can relax under
the stars and watch the big graceful
planes come and go.
The restaurant is a little out of the
way and not easily accessible for someone simply changing planes at the
St. Louis airport, but if you are up
there and have the time and the
transportation to try it. I'll guarantee
you'll find it interesting — especially
if you are a history buff and know
anything at all about America's
aerial combat fliers in World War
One.
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for SUPER SAVINGS
Uncle Lee's is closing
its Murray Sporting
Goods Store.
Look for our daily
Ads for Big Savings.
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airpower.
The World War One flier had to
have the greatest of courage just to
go up in those little open-cockpit
planes. When his frail aircraft would
be shot up, break up in the air or
catch fire, he had no alternative
other than to fall hundreds of feet to
his death.
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The '94th Aero Squadron,' an unusual
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Former students of Mason MemorialSchool of Nursing meet for reunion
Thirty-seven years classes that graduated
after the school was from the William Mason
discontinued, 18 Memorial Hospital in
members of the nursing Murray reminisced and
renewed friendships durmg a two-day reunion.
MIGAROSCI P0:
Sept. 10 and 11. at
STARTS TOMORROW
Kenlake State Park on
Kentucky Lake.
Until being discontinued in 1945, the Mason
Hospital. forerunner to
the sprawling MurrayCalloway County
Hospital and medical
center at the same Poplar
ENDS 50011.50 STE
Street location as the old
hospital, had a prominent
School of Nursing.
Begin in 1913 and whose
first class graduated in
1915, the school was an
outgrowth of a very small
c•ntrei center 753-3314 beginning iii the first
Murray Surgical
Hospital, which was
located in a five-room
house on South Fourth
ENDS TONITE•
Street just off the square.
FIR THE I 3t1 II.
Last held in 1975 with
STARTS TOMORROW
more than 75 former doctors, nursing graduates
INCHON (PG)
and former students of
• Laurence Olivier
the school attending, the
'lagueline Bisset
reunion last weekend also
0
included a seminar during which scientific
papers were presented by
WI Rh you tap whore you *Hone
Dr. Howard M. Ferguson,
RI( H ARV
PERM A
lAls.C.1.1(
(IF RE
a practicing physician at
AN
OFFICER
Shady Cove,Ore.
AND A
GENTLEMAA
'
Arrangements for this
...)...
year's reunion were
made by Arthur C. Peter0ENDS TONITE •
son, chief anaesthetist at
ROAD WARRIOR R
Botwell Hospital,
STARTS TOMORROW

CHERI 3

Sedalia, Mo., where he
has been for the past 33
years. Working with him
was his wife, the former
Norma Brodersen of 01terville, Mo. Both are
graduates of the old nursing school -; he in 1942
and she in 1944.
Three of the graduates
— Esther Lassiter
Halvorsen of Nashville,
Tenn.. Pearl Zinn
Cleveland of Portland.
Ore., and Virgie Wall
Rayborn of Beltline,
Mich., — were observing
the 50th anniversary of
their 1932 graduations
from the school.
Mrs. Halvorsen retired
in 1980 after being
associated with both the
Parkview and Westside
Hospitals in Nashville.
Mrs. Cleveland retired in
1974 from a staff education position with the
Adventist Home in
Portland. She previously
had been married to the
late W.E. Abernathy, at
one time administrator of
the Mason Hospital in
Murray. He died in 1964.
Mrs. Rayborn never
practiced nursing after
World War II.
Another, Miss Blanche
Johnson of Denver, Colo.,
retired in 1975 after 38
years at Porter Memorial
Hospital in that city. A
native of Berring Springs, Mich., and a 1934
graduate of the school,

4110
MASON NURSING SCHOOL REUNION — Attending
William Mason Memorial Hospital Nursing School reunion
were (from left), seated, Robbie Sykes Littlejohn, Hazel
Clirner Hickok, Elizabeth Bonn Bernardi, Nellie Buck
Schroerlucke, Ruth Opfer Esharn, Mary Head; standing, Dr.

Howard M. Ferguson, Blanche Johnson, Beatrice Barton
Hughes, Elder Clyde Cleveland, Pearl Zinn Cleveland,
Mercedes Mayden Adams, Esther Lassiter Halvorsen, Virgie
Wall Rayborn, Everett Rayborn, Esther Bonn Thompson, Norma Brodersen Peterson and Arthur C. Peterson.
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GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY — Three of the graduates attending William
Mason Memorial Hospital nursing school reunion last weekend at Kerdake State
Park were observing the 50th anniversary of their 1932 graduation. They were
(from left) Esther Lassiter Havorsen, Pearl Zinn Cleveland, and Virgie Wall
Rayborn.
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she has among her collections the footprints of 877
babies she helped deliver
during her career as an
obstetrics nurse.
On Friday, Sept. 10, the
group was guests of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for a tour of the
center and its Modern
facilities. Among those
who greeted them at the
hospital. were Stuart
Poston, the hospital's administrator, and Dr. Dan
Miller, a medical staff
member and a grandson
of the late Dr. William H.
and Dr. Ora Mason, both
of whom taught classes at
the nursing school.
Other physician instructors, the
graduates recalled, included Dr. Edison Fisher
and his wife, Kathleen.
He specialized in internal
medicine and assisted in
surgery, while she was an
anaesthetist and obstetrician. Another was Dr.
Evin Garrett, a surgeon
from Calvert City.
The nutsing students in
the early 1930s, they
recalled, lived in an administration building
near the hospital and in a
two-room log cabin near
a lake on the hospital
grounds between the
facility and the Masons'
home. It was located
where much of the present hospital's parking lot

During World War II, the German Luftwaffe
began an all-out blitz against Britain in 1940.
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is pleased to announce that #
Jane Keeler, bride-elect of2nd
Lt. David Bullington. has
made her selections from our AP
Bridal Registry fore
Decorative Accessories. Jane
and David will be married
September 24, 1982.
101.
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is today.
The girls, they
remembered, were housed upstairs in the administration building,
and later, in a remodeled
storage area on the third
floor of the hospital. The
boys, they said, lived in
the log cabin in which Dr.
William Macon Mason,
father of Drs. Will and
Rob Mason, at one time
maintained an office.
There were from 12 to
14 student nurses in each
class. A typical day found
them performing nursing
duties in the hospital in
the mornings, going to
classes after lunch and
doing their studying in
the evenings. They were
paid $5 for a 40-hour week
in addition to room and
board.
Also registering for the
reunion were: Robbie
Sykes Littlejohn,
Paducah; Hazel Climer
Hickok, Gansville, Tenn.;
Elizabeth Bonn Bernardi,
Georgetown, Ind.; Nellie
Buck Schroerlucke,
Louisville; Ruth Opfer
Esham, Vanceburg:
Mary Head, Salem;
Beatrice Barton Hughes,
Murray; Mercedes
May:den Adams, Cadiz;
Chester M. Maddox,
Hopkinsville; Pearl
Blakey Strong, Greenville; Ruby Rose Reeves,
Powderly.

A

-- and Shere are pleased
Judy
to announce the addition of
Debbie Shapla to their staff. They
invite everyone to come in and
meet their newest cosmetologist

(6)

MURRAY

Fri. thur Thurs.
OPEN 7:00
*START 7:30

See it or be it...
AMERICAN

Debbie's hours
Mon-Thurs-Fri-Sat
8 a.m -5 p.m.
FEATURING TOP NITS BY

I.ay
Visa.
. Mastercard
Uelcome

Debbie is married to Rocky Shapla
They hove 3 children: Hanna,
Anne-Marie, and Roman
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Guy-Panter vows said
Wedding sows uniting
Miss Peggy Elaine Guy
and Erwin Brent Panter
were exchanged Saturday, Aug. 14, at First
Presbyterian Church.
Parents of the couple
are Lt. Col. and Mrs. Carroll Guy of Murray and
William Panter and the
late Mrs. Panter of Norman,Okla.
The Rev. R.E. Rabatin,
pastor, officiated at the 7
p.m. candlelight service.
Amy Jarman, soloist, and
Cynthia Scribner,
organist, presented a program of music.
A silver bowl of pink
roses and white pixie carnations was centered on
the communion table
which was flanked by
candelabra. Baskets of
ferns decorated the
chancel and ivy
embellished pink candles
in brass candlesticks in
the sanctuary windows.
White bows and ivy
marked the family pews.
The bride
The bride chose a gown
with a sweetheart
neckline outlined in
venise lace, bodice of
chantilly lace trimmed
with sequins and seed
pearls and bishop &eves
of chiffon gathered onto
lace cuffs.
The skirt of illusion
over bridal taffeta extended into a chapel train
of pleated tiers edged
with lace and also
featured a deep hem of
chantilly lace with patterning of venise lace, pearls
and sequins down the
front.
Her finertip veil was attached to a tiara of fresh
baby's breath. She carried a cascade bouquet of
white pixie carnations,
baby's breath and ivy.
Mrs. Heather Kodman
Hart was matron of
honor. Bridesmaids included Ms. Laurel Guy,
sister of the bride, Ms.
Pamela Panter, sister-inlaw of the bride, and Ms.
Kim Marrs.
The matron of honor
wore a gown of dusty
mauve crepe, styled with
jewel neckline, puffed
short sleeves and a wide
satin sash of pale pink.
The bridesmaids'
gowns of identical design
were pale pink with
bright pink sashes.
All of the attendants
wore baby's breath in
their hair and carried a
single dark pink rose surrounded by baby's
breath, greenery, and
looped narrow satin ribbon to match their
sashes.
William Panter of Norman, Okla., served as
best man for his brother.
Raymond Panter, cousin
of the groom, Leslie
Miller and Curtiss Hart
served as groomsmen.
The groom, his attendants and the fathers
were dressed in dark
gray tuxedo jackets with
striped trousers and pale
grey vests, striped ascots
and white shirts. The
groom wore a bouton-

lucre ut if pixie carnation
while the others wore
sweetheart roses and
baby's breath.
The mother of the bride
wore a short dress and
coat ensemble of champagne chantilly lace over
taffeta. She wore a single
white orchid.
Fteception
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall. Ivy and pink candles
decorated the mantel of
the fireplace.
The bride's table,
covered with a pale grey
handwoven lace cloth,
was centered with the
floral arrangement from
the sanctuary.
The three-tiered wedding cake was decorated
with fresh nosegays of
sweetheart roses and the
bell from the bride's
mother's wedding cake.
Punch and a variety of
hors d'oeuvres also were
served.
Mrs. Deborah Akins,
Franklin. Tenn., sister of
bride, and Mrs. Mary
Ruth Wiseman, Troy,
Tenn.,cousin of the bride,
assisted at the reception.
Presiding at the guest
register was Mrs. Kay
Hensley, Troy, cousin of
the bride.
Mrs. Charles Miller
was in charge of the

— Videocassette Rentals —
324C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

reception. She was
assisted by Miss Laura
Lawson.
The couple left for a
wedding trip to Tennessee and Arkansas and
are now at home at 719
Highland Parkway, Norman, Okla. The groom is
a senior at Central State
University, Edmond,
Okla.
Rehearsal dinner
A rehearsal dinner,
hosted by the father of the
groom, was on Friday
evening, Aug. 13, at the
Brass Lantern at Aurora.
The couple presented
their attendants with
gifts.
Bridal events
Mrs. Sal Matarazzo,
MTS. Frank Kodman,
Mrs. Donald Hughes and
Mrs. Gary Marquardt
were hostesses for an
open house at the
Matarazzo home in honor
of the bride. She was
presented a gift of bed
linens by the hostesses.
Mrs. Tass Hopson, Mrs.
Jack Andersen, Mrs. Phil
Crihfield, Mrs. Harry
Sparks and Mrs. John
Thompson entertained
with a party at the home
of Mrs. Hopson. The
hostesses presented the
bride with a gift of a
broiler-oven and Corning
Ware.
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Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Brent Panter
married at First Presbyterian Church

212IerilPS
FEMININE
MYSTIQUE
IN

WHITE OR YELLOW 10K GOLD

GEORGETTE

VVERE

$600

There is something extraordinary abou•
a charming lady in a beautiful dress.
Bright's has provided the ladies of our
area with special dresses for a long
time, and the Fall of '82 may be the best
ever. Imagine yourself in this soft and
lovely style featuring o beautifully
embroidered bodice. The split level,
two piece effect waist and the full
three quarter sleeves offer a softened
silhouette The color is called blush.

$
NOW
DIRECT DIAMOND DISTINBUTORS
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDA f
10 a.m.•6 p.m.
Fridays until 8 p.m.

JEWELERS

OPEN FRIDAYS TIL 8:30

iff.Nnest Arrpred ladies Nom PAW Shoes
foll and Wooer Brands such es Cm
ote
Nottorolner. lose Street. Footwork. plus
ymore

Youths fail
physical
standards

1R
3O KEDS

24

MEN'S

TENNIS SHOES

$25

JORDACHE,
BATA LEATHER

These are the magic secrets of a special wardrobe
Like a favorite perfume, they change your outlook and
your looks Wear the curvy camisole with kicky tap
pants or supple petti Also there are bras, slips,
teddys, G d panties Wine. Grey, Cocoa, Mauve, Eilta&k..

•

MITI/PS

$22,00
MEN'S DRESS &
CASUAL SHOES

14 16 1

TENNIS SHOES

TENNIS SHOES

$27.95

$28.95

KANGAROO LEATHER

KANGAROO & PONY LEATHER

BY BATA

$16.00
4

A
vos TENNIS SHOES

MEN S

DUCK SHOES
VAN ITY FAIR

9.95

LOW PRICE $

WOMEN'S

LADIES

French Flirts

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

V- FACTO Y DISCOUNT -04c1:
4
We are Open Sunday 1-6
SHOES for your shopping convenience.
NEW SHIPMENT
LADIES LEATHER $

WASHINGTON AP —
More than half the youths
of America are unable to
reach basic physicalfitness standards devised
by the Amateur Athletic
Union, according to a
fitness-profile study.
Pediatric News, a
medical publication, says
the AAU conducted a random sampling of 7,600
students, aged 6 to 17,
with such exercises as situps push-ups, high
jumps, distance running
and springs.
Only 43 percent of the
students tested in the
1979-1980 and 1980-1981
school years could meet
basic standards, based on
averages of samples
from nationwide scores
from previous years.
The .publication said ,
the decrease in fitness
might be due to the
failure of schools to have
compulsory gym and
physical fitness classes
after the eighth grade.
•

901-644 1003
eimm•comPo.mmi.

LATEST STYLE IN
LADIES' FASHION BOOTS

$24.95

MEN'S WESTERN
BOOTS sue' 6 1'
ACME, LEVI,

tt\

TEXAS DURANGO

$33.95
Acme Dingo

$36.95
WORK BOOTS

LADIES

.r-ACME DINGO BOOTS $33

$35:95

•

OTHER BOOTS STARTING AT S14 45

Ike

•5S

• ••• -

• -•

•
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Coming community events

dotebook

Gospel program Sunday

A free gospel music program, sponsored by Bible
Facts, will be Sunday. Sept. 19. at 1:30 p.m in parking lot of Parker's Super Market, South Fifth
Street. All singers and listeners are invited, according to a spokesman for Bible Facts who may be
called at 759-4600

Spring Creek plans events
Annual homecoming for Spring Creek Baptist
Church will be Sunday. Sept. 19, with Sunday School
at 10 a.m • worship at 11 a.m with the Rev. Randolph Allen as speaker, basket lunch at noon, and
gospel singing at 1.30 p.m.
Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies for
gospel singing featuring The Wanders Quartet from
Dresden. Tenn., Golden Aires Quartet and Grace
Baptist Church Choir. Any person unable to attend
may send donations for cemetery to Lexie Watson,
Rt. 2, Murray.

Field day Friday
Alpha Delta Pi 500 Field Day will start Friday,
Sept. 17, at 4 p.m. at Cutchin Stadium, Chestnut
Street. This will be events for men's fraternities
and men's dormitories with prizes to winner of
events, spirit winner. Mr. ADP 500 and Mr. Legs
500. This will be sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi social
sorority at Murray State University.

„tr tee teuiz $.0

The class will meet each Tuesday and Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m. until Dec 20 For,
additional information call 1-5544991.

Singles to meet Sunday
The recently organized Single Citizens of the Purchase Area will have a potluck meeting at Noble
Park, Paducah. on Sunday. Sept. 19, at 430 p.m.
with bowling and/or movies to follow. All single
persons of the area are welcome to join the group.

Robertson School PTO
will meet at 7 p.m. with
Dr Lochie Overbey as

Christopher A. McClain born
Dr. and Mrs. Michael McClain of Virginia Beach,
Va., are the parents of a son, Christopher Allen,
born Friday, Sept. 10, at DePaul Hospital. Virginia
Beach.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Prentice McClain
of Mayfield and Mrs. Mary B. Cathey of Murray.

John Bromley Hewlett born
Mr. and Mrs. William Hewlett, 705 Poplar St., are
the parents of a son. John Bromley. weighing six
pounds four ounces. measuring 19 inches. born
Wednesday, Sept. 8, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is co-owner of Holland Drug and the
mother, the former Jennifer Trotter, is a pharmacist at the local hospital. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Trotter of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Bromley Hewlett of Ashland.

Class starts tonight
West Kentucky State Vocational-Technical
School. Paducah, will begin an evening class in
Machine Shorthand, a skill to be used in lieu of
Gregg shorthand for secretarial work or for court
reporting, tonight ; Thursdayl. This program will
be 72 clock hours.
Persons interested in enrolling may meet in
Classroom 35 at the school at 6 p.m. for registration

Thursday,Sept. 16
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at Big Joe's
Restaurant at 7 p.m

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from various
hospitals include Lawanda R. Cashon of Murray
from Community Hospital, Mayfield; Bertie
Howton of Murray from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah; Kennedy Mathes and Ruthie Mohler,
both of Kirksey, and Charles Wilson of Murray,
from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Thursday.Sept. 16
Thursday,Sept. 16
Hazel Woman's Club
Murray Women of
Moose are scheduled to will meet at 7 p.m. at
East Calloway PTC will meet at 8 p ni at lodge Hazel Community
meet at 7 p.m in school hall
Center.
cafeteria followed by an
open house.
Free concert by MonMembers of Business
and Professional tana will be at 8 p.m. at
Women's Club will meet Cutchin Field, Murray
at 6 p.m. at Memorial State University.
Baptist Church parking
Friday,Sept. 17
lot to go to cottage of BetTwin Lakers Recreaty Lou Hill for meeting.
tional Vehicle Chapter
Twin Lakes Antique will meet at Piney CamCar Club will meet at 7 pground, Land Between
p.m. at Gateway the Lakes. A supper of
Restaurant at Draffen- sandwiches and desserts
will be served at 5:30
vine.
p.m. at campsite of Hugh
Temple Hill Chapter and Larue Wallace.
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Square and round dancStar will meet at 7:30
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
p.m. at lodge hall.
Lynn Grove Skating
Rink.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Wranglers Riding Club
Phi will meet at Annex of
will ride at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library
riding arena.
at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday,Sept. 16
speaker

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
have a rush party at 6:30
p.m. at Ellis Community
Center.
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet at 7
p.m. in Room 210, Special
Education Building, Murray State University.
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OFFICERS OF' Theta
Department of Murray
Woman's Club were installed by Oneida Boyd,
general club president
and department member.
They are, top photo, from
left, Mrs. Boyd, Anna
Mae Thurman,
secretary, Margaret
Cavitt, chairman, Wilma
Beatty, vice chairman,
and Anita Mansfield,
treasurer. In side photo is
Cecelia Dunn who sang
while accompanying
herself on autoharp. The
department will have a
salad supper Monday at
6:30 p.m. at club house
with Nadine Turner,
R.N. as speaker.

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.t. to 2 p.m. for activit s by senior citizens.
Exhibition of paintings
and drawings by Dennis
Gould, artist from Los
Angeles, will open at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Men's Stag Night with
Campers Fair will open
Joe Dick, Henry Fulton,
James Lassiter and Jim at Piney Campground in
Clopton in charge will be Land Between the Lakes.
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Memorial Baptist
Country Club.
Church WMU Week of
Carol Poe Group of Prayer Program will be
First Baptist Church at 10 a.m. at church.
Women will meet with
Baptist Student Center
Cathy Mathis at 7 p.m.
will present the singing
group,"Sound of Joy," in
concert at 6 p.m. at the
center. The concert is
free.
Saturday,Sept. 18
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

WEILL HELP YOUR MEMORIES BECOME
GREAT PICTURES

$100
OFF

SAVE

THE
REGULAR
PRICE
OF
DEVELOP
AND
PRINT
ROLL ORDERS FOR ALL 110, 126, 35mm,
MARK 35 AND DISC.
ITHE,411
1:1A ,..1•1=1

00
Per gal.
Beautiful interiors
every time!
WALLCOVERING

20%-60% OFF

16
,
/iSkii(1411%6461AF'

regular price per single roll
on selected patterns
from wallcoyering books
Our fabulous selection includes books from mpenal,
Sherwin Williams, and many other 'Famous Names-

WINDOW DECOR

30%-50%
OFF
Make your Superplay with beautiful window treatments
now specially low pnced at your Sherwin-Williams store
• Delmar 1" Mini Binds-30% OFF reg. price
• Perfect Touch'Vertical Blinds - 30% OFF reg. price
• Perfect Touch'Wood Binds. Ultima G
Woodland Patterns -40% OFF req. price
• Perfect Touch Woven Woods - 30% & 50% OFF reg. price
• Delmar Softlight" Shades - 30% OFF neg. price
(window Instailabon Extra)

SUPER DEALS Our Best Pro Picks!
G.E. Silicone Caulk
rlt
'
*5 99
mg.
SALE
63.99
Willi al OD
MAL./
REBATE
COUPOn

wed Y
.roll,

SALE 63.99

Spar Rang Paste

501

SALE 82.49
au SS '9 5

Superfiakit'Interior
Wall Paint
Flat Latex
Sena Gloss Linos

SALE
oa

Reg

810.99 $16.99
$17.99

611.99

$16.99 522.99
88.99 514.99

G.E.Dalmatia White Caulk
,s5 or •
reg.
$499
SALE
$3.49
vorn4 *1w
Val ars
(CUPP.

A-100'
House G Trim Paint
Flat Latex
Gloss Late.
SuperPaintr" Exterior
House & Trim Paint
Flat Latex
Gloss La.
MVP' Gloss OS Base
House & Trim Paint
went,

earusee

813.99 519.99

SALE
Per Oa

811.99
$12.99

$14.99
$15.99

Reg
Pss
517.99
*10.95

We offer a complete line of
vitamines and other food suppliments

DRIED FRUIT:

$16.99 S22.99

a saansoare. *ape See ••••• Se ...kJ,
eeelied eedirreled

WIN A TRIP TO
SUPER BOWL XVII
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.1 PRIZES awn Veda,(lane wee
'
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100 FIFTH PlItIZES vr Gale
SOO MTH PR/ZES uiarn Sag(L851..100.000 SEVENTH FISIES

SWEEPSTAKES ENDS
NOVEMBER 1 STHI

WTI IJ

SALE ENDS SEPT.25mi

coupon must accomfry Tide'

.1111041144041NWWWP
NOW OPEN!
RED OAK NATURAL FOODS

$20.99
$21.95

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Wei our Grand Prue bs nisalung a sopa parr at an
ShenonVASarns wore To find out II you're a annner ant po
op an "cull game poet° at vow Shen..%Moos store ano
-unscrarettgethe special sweepPakes 6305,f of here
game pope.suite SheneasWillans Super Fires Sweepstake
PO Boa 3002. Syosset, NY 11775
2°SAND IFILIGIZS • EJ5555,Paid Top lot Too h. Sui•
Howl 011 rn Pasadena LA plus $2 000 Cash
1 FIRST //SZE [-opera. Pad Tnp for Foie to Ii.t
ame Game dunnq
id Fame Week in Canton Oil pen
SI 000 Cast,
1 SECOND PRIME • Fessens. Pad Top for Ton in in.
Boo,
. ',ea Orleans L.fa plus S500 Cash
PRIZES Snap ride screen Ts; and a
S

Central
Shopping
Center

res 9 30 82

$20.99

614.99

cimu,
410
Sherwin-=
Southside Shopping
Center
,..$1 $599,1

LIMIT ONE ROLL PER COUPON

Tenn-Mo Sales Development, Inc.

Exterior paints for
a strong outside game!

All buoiss not available in every store
All walkovenng packaged in double and triple rolls
T • ,ted quantities available on Kitchens ar

Better Roller161t.svesozt
av along 5.a ass
caasai •ear 'arse

Classic 99' Interior
Wall Paint
Flat Latex
Lana Satin Enema
Alkyd Satin Enamel .
Flat Latex Ceiling Paint

41It

'Peaches
'Apricots
'Pineapples
'Prunes

*Coconut
•Dates
'Figs
'And Many More

QUALITY NATURAL FOODS:
*Organic Flours •Herbs
'Beans 8, Seeds Herbal Formulas
•Nuts
'Teas

'Chips
*Crackers
'Juices

CHEESES•••
WE FEATURE GREAT QUALITY
CHEESES AT GOOD PRICES
'Cheddar'Hot Pepper
Mild 8, Sharp
'Colby
'Swiss
'Mozzarella
•Carraway
•Romano

W,IIIas'

plans
soap Stole
Charge

So. 12th St. 753-3321

INTERNATIONAL FOODS:
Dolmodes (stuffed vine leaves), roasted chick peas, folafil
mil, dried mint, chick pea flour, Rosewater iL others.
Be sure to ask about Anna's hot soups, omletes, sandwiches,
salads 1 other carry-out dishes.
STOP IN AND SEE US!
Our Sign isn't 4p4set we're easy to find.
(1 Block from Five Points-corner of Dodson)
813 COLDWATER RD.

753-2844'

znaitiersAitetioiretk

Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.
Pre-Vet Club of Murray
State will have dog wash
from 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Livestock and Exposition Center.
Aid Association for
Lutherans and MurrayCalloway County
Hospital will sponsor a
blood drive from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church. For information call 753-6712 or
759-1806.
Family reunion of late
Don and Elzora Manning
Wilson will be at noon at
Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples
Bank. For information
call 753-2852.
Yard sale by MurrayCalloway Community
Theatre will be from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Playhouse in the Park,
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

.1
Scc

District 17 Unit I of
LPN Association will
have an all day-workshop
on diabetes at MurrayCallo way County
Hospital. Registration
will start at 7:30 a.m.
Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Campers Fair at
Piney Campground with
open to public at no
charge from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.; Stream Stroll from
1 to 3 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Muzzle
Load and Shoot at 2 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
Sunday,Sept. 19
Calloway Chamber
Boosters Club will sponsor a salad smorgasbord
luncheon from noon to 2
p.m in cafeteria of
Calloway County High
School. The public is invited.
Spring Creek Baptist
Church will have
homecoming events. .
Calloway -Marshall
Counties- Chapter of
Ame-rican_,Qiabele&
Association, Murray Bike
Club and Alpha Delta Pi
Sorority will sponsor second annual Diabetes
Bike-A-Thon with starting time being 7 a.m. at
University Center, Murray State University
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SWEET SUCCESS — (Above) Murray High players come up with a crucial Calloway County fumble during
last week's 6-3 victory. (Right) Assistant Tiger coach Kent Barnes lets out a roar of support as the game approaches its final minute. Friday the Tigers take their two-game win streak to Fulton City for Murray's
district opener at 7:30 p.m.
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Holiday Inn Guest
AMOUNT

$70.00
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OF MURRAY, KY.
ONLY

Looking for carefree
transportation?
Lease a Quiet Ford
*
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All the Shield
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Parker Ford
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Famous Fish Dinners

GO TIGERS!
MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
SUN. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Satisfied Customers
main concern

are our

AUTO PARTS iNc
605 Maple Street

Murray
Electric

System

Murray, Kentucky
-

401 011ve 753-5321
"All The Way Tigers"

753-4751
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Oldsmobile.
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Cadillac &
Buick

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

.S......
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MHS rides win-wave to FCHS Judge's ruling jeopardizes
college football tv contracts

By JIM RECTOR
Spoils Editor
Like a Malibu surfer
the Murray High Tigers
are riding their latest
wave of success as far as
the crest will take them.
Last week's 6-3 triumph
over their second consecutive Class 3A foe,
Calloway County, lifted
the Tigers to what coach
Tim English hopes will be
the necessary heights to
carry the squad through
eight more regular
season encounters.

"It's a sign that this
team is beginning to
mature as a team. We
needed this one and we
got it." English said.
The victory was Murray's second straight
after the stunning season
opening loss to Mayfield.
40-5.
Friday the Tigers ride
their winning swell into
Fulton City, their first of
three consecutive district
rnatchups. The Bulldogs
12-1 will host the 7:30
p.m contest and come off
an 8-0 win over Sharon.
In an emotion-choked
Tenn.. last week.
voice following his team's
victory last week.
To date, the Bulldogs
English said the win have beaten Sharon and
would carry the Tigers a Greenfield 121-71 while
long, long way.
losing to district foe

Andersen

Mike Bransford and running backs Tony Griffith
and Arch Hatfield are
proven perforniers.
As a comparison,
though, the Bulldogs produced only 48 points all
last year while this
season in three games
they've tallied 29.
Murray and
Russellville 10-31 are the
only teams in the Class A
district without a league
game under their belts
while Ballard Memorial
11-1 and 1-0 in district
play and Greenville 11-3,
1-01 are the two most prolific district performers
so far. Fulton County is 12 with a 14-0 loss in its
confrontation with
Ballard.

Greenville, 144)
I.ast year Murray
slaughtered the 'Dogs. 350, and started a district
winning streak that didn't
end until the overtime
loss for the championship
against Russellville.

This year a revamped
Bulldog defense awaits
the Tigers, having held
Sharon to only 20 yards
rushing and establishing
itself as a big-play unit.
Against Greenfield.
Fulton City's defense
scored on a -yard fumble return and a 40-yard
interception runback.
Meanwhile the Bulldog
offense has had its problems producing
although quarterback

ANDERSEN c A E
WINDOW

One Day Only...Saturday, Sept 18th
8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Order Now For Delivery In Late Oct.
Free Coffee & Donuts

7 33% Off List 727 4%, Off List

/0 Off List

Pay 50°. Down,
Balance On
Delivery

Pay 100 00 At
Time Of Order

Pay 25% Down,
Balance On
Delivery

NN

You Can Choose
Either A, B or C
Casement Windows
Rough
Opening
245/8x36 1 2
481/2 x361/2
723/8x36 1/2
41 1 4x413/8
245/8x481
/
2

Unit
Number
C-24
C-15
C-25
C-16
C-26

Lakers face must-win contest
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A must-win situation
faces Sam Harp and his
Calloway County Lakers,
but the county grid coach
says it hasn't been easy
getting back up after last
Friday's emotional confrontation.
"We're not back where
I think we should be, considering who we face this
week," Harp said.
"There was so much
pressure put on these kids
it's hard to get back up
after last week."
Last week the Lakers
fell, 6-3, to a fired up Murray High squad and this
week the Calloway crew
faces its second district
and first conference
game of the season.

Lone Oak's Purple
Flash will host the Lakers
at 7:30 p.m. and according to Harp they'll be
anything but an easy
mark for the Lakers.
Under the direction of
coach Tom Pandolfi, the
Flash 12-11 have been
noted for their execution
of the wide-tackle-six
defense — the same one
used by Murray State.
And last week, for the
first time this year, the
Flash showed signs of
possessing an offense as
well. Crittenden County,
a district and Western
Kentucky Conference foe,
felt the brunt of a 27-7 attack by -the Flash.
Previously, Class A opponent Ballard Memorial
crumpled under the roll-

ing Oakers, 6-0, while
Paducah Tilghman flattened the Flash 28-0 two
weeks ago.
Calloway 12-2) must
beat Lone Oak to prevent
an 0-2 district mark and
*almost certain elimination from the district title
chase.
"We still have a chance
to win the district ... if we
beat Lone °ale" Harp
said. A loss, he added,
would "pretty much put
us out of the race."
In last week's victory,
Lone Oak rallied behind a
50-yard touchdown run by
reserve tailback Ethan
Taylor along with two
TDs by Tony Cipolla.
Calloway will counter

with an offense averaging
19.5 points per game and
a defense which allows an
average nine points per
outing with two shutouts
to its credit.
A look at the other
teams in the same Class
3A district as Calloway
reveals three teams with
identical 2-1 marks —
Lone Oak, Union County
'and Webster County —
followed by Crittenden
with a 1-3 slate and
Reidland has yet to win a
contest in four outings.
The Western Kentucky
Conference consists of
Lone Oak, Calloway, Crittenden and Reidland.
In other district action
Friday, Union County is
at Crittenden County.

BENSON& HEDGES

White And Terratone
Unit
Number
C•13
C-23
C-33
CN-235
C-14

KANSAS CITY. Mo Al'
A federal judge s in uklahoina City Vt ednesda)• the NCAA said it
ruling that frees every NCAA school to sell televi- would appeal to the 10th 13.S. Circuit Court of Apsion rights to its football games without restriction peals. If the NCAA ruling withstood an appeal,
was hailed as a smashing victory by some and a there is little doubt it would be the beginning of a
prelude to disaster by others.
new era in college athletics.
In the meantime, NCAA attorneys sought to block
Ruling on a suit brought by Oklahoma and
immediate implementation of the ruling which, Georgia. Burciaga held that the NCAA had violated
among other things. throws out NCAA contracts antitrust laws in selling game rights. Burciaga also
with ABC and CBS for college games this year. held that the right to telecast college football
Even if the NCAA does not get a stay of the order, games is the property of the institutions parthe networks said Wednesday they would go ahead ti(-ipating in the games, and that right may be sold
with this weekend's telecast schedule.
or assigned by those institutions to any entity at
But if the ruling stands pending an NCAA appeal, their discretion.
all television schedules this season could become
The decision was applauded by big-time football
meaningless, with schools marketing their games interests which have been fighting the NCAA for
on a week-to-week basis either independently or control of football television.
through conference tie-ups.
"To a large degree, the judge fully vindicated
The ruling by U.S. Judge Juan C. Burciaga also is what the CFA attempted to do." said Charles M.
timely in light of the threatened strike by National Neinas, executive director of the College Football
Football League players. Several schools have Association, through which most college football
already expressed a willingness to switch their powers sought exclusion from the NCAA contracts.
games to Sunday. With the networks suddenly in
"The selfish interests of a few could destroy colneed of football programming, many of the major lege football as we know it," said Wayne Duke,
college powers might be in line for big paydays.
commissioner of the Big Ten Conference, whose
Shortly after the ruling was filed in federal court members are not part of the CFA.
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— Time To Replace Your Drafty Old Windows —
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Patio Doors
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Replace Your
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Door With
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Warranty —
•
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/
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
API — A couple of years
ago, a Louisville Times
columnist poked fun at
the ever-expanding
NCAA basketball tournament draw. Why not, the
columnist suggested, just
invite EVERY school to
the tournament and be
done with it?
Well, he would
doubtless be heartened —
or. perhaps, stunned —
by a recent decision of the
National Association of
Basketball Coaches to

throw the tournament
open to every team in
Division I-A.
That idea was endorsed
by 79 of 114 coaches who
attended the N ABC
meeting Aug.30-31 at
Chicago Thirty coaches
backed a 64-team format,
one favored a 52-team
field and one the 48-team
field used since 1980.
Two coaches favored
going back to the 32-team
fields of 1975-78 and
another voted for a 32-

team, double-elimination
tourney.
When the votes were
counted, the coaches
decided to unanimously
back the majority decision and push for its adoption - - perhaps as early
as the 1984 season.
"We have about a 50-50
chance, I'd say," of convincing the NCAA convention to open the tournament, said AlabamaBirmingham Coach Gene
Bartow. "I have some

Cardinals extend NI East lead
to game and a half over Phillies
PHILADELPHIA (API
-- Someone asked St.
Louis catcher Darrell
Porter if he felt beating
the runnerup
Philadelphia Phillies two
out of three and building
a 1 kz game lead in the National League East placed the Cardinals in the
driver's seat.
Porter snapped,
"we've been in the
driver's seat all year.
We're a good team. But
that's the way it always
is, teams from the
midwest never get their
due recognition."
The Cardinals beat the
Phillies 7-0 Wednesday
night behind the three-hit
pitching of Joaquin Andujar, who was a doubtful
starter because of a
bruised knee.
George Hendrick had

two hits and four RBI,
while Lonnie Smith contributed four hits, and
Keith Hernandez a pair of
walks and two hits.
St. Louis manager
Whitey Herzog wasn't as
confident as Porter, who
knocked in one of five
third-inning runs that
were all Andujar would
need for his 13th victory
against 10 losses.
"You're never in the
driver's seat until you're
two games ahead with
one to play," said Herzog.
"This still is a four team
race. I feel the same as
when we came in here.
There is no such thing as
breathing room."
Andujar, who is second
in the National League
ERA' list with a 2.56,
retired the first 12 batters.

THE "GOOD DAY"SALES

John Denny, who was
acquired by the Phillies
Saturday from
Cleveland, was routed in
the third,
"There is nothing we
can do about it I the two
lossesi," said Phillies
manager Pat Corrales.
"We've got to come back
and beat Pittsburgh.
Carlton will go Friday."
Corrales said Denny
almost got out of the fiverun third inning, but added "the roof fell in."
"If the ball didn't get
by Vukovich, it might
have been a ball game."

reservations, but I feel
the good outweighs my
reservations. Many
coaches feel this will be a
big help."
Morehead State
University Coach Wayne
Martin had only to look at
local high school tournaments to see the idea
had merit,
"The concept has some
precedent on which you
can realistically predict
success," he said. -The
high school tournaments
in Indiana and Kentucky
have worked while not
tarnishing either regularseason play or conference
tournaments."
Martin also applauded
a financial scheme which
would be implemented
with the all-comers tournament. Instead of a
team making more
money as it wins more
games, as is the case
now, teams would share
collectively in the proceeds generated by the
new open tournament.
Estimates are that
each team would net
about $70,000.
"We looked at that as
group and there was a
consensus that the open
format might discourage
the poor from trying to
take shortcuts to get the
great player," Martin
said. "This distribution of

money was seen by sw!.,
as a deterrent
cheating."
A team would be
guaranteed a shame of the
proceeds as a member in
good standing in Division
I-A, but teLins on probation would be excluded
from the tournament and
the zn companying pay day
"The people who
violate the rules would
stick out like a sore
thumb." Bartow surmised.
As for logistics of haying every Division I-A
school -- 273 at last count
- involved in the tournament, consider this: an
all-comers tournament
would take only a week
longer than the current
elimination. The first
round would include fourto six-team eliminations
at 64 sites, with those survivors moving into seetional play at 16 locations
the next week.
From there, those
teams left in title contention would advance to
four regional sites, just as
under the current tournament format,
"I really think
everyone's going to push
it," said Louisiana State
Coach Dale Brown. "I
was amazed that it art
that much of the vote •

SCOREBOARD
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Support the Lakers

REGROUPING — Calloway County's offense ( left in dark jerseys will attempt to get back on the
scoring track Friday after accumulating only three points against Murray High last week.(Above) Acting as catalyst for the Laker rushing attack will be senior running back Jeff Garrison 1331. Friday the
Lakers travel to Lone Oak for a district confrontation.
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attend Friday night's game

Calloway High (2-2)
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Formaldehyde issue of new legislative panel

he
lehe

FRANKFORT, Ky.
API — A new legislative
panel hopes to learn
enough about formaldehyde to decide
what, if anything, to do
about it in the 1984 session.
The process began
Wednesday when the
lawmakers decided to
hear from a state expert
on purported health problems of the chemical,
which is used in mobile
and conventional homes.
The Subcommittee on
Urea Formaldehyde
voted to invite views next
month from Edsel Moore,
manager of the radiation
and consumer product
safety branch in the
Human Resources
Cabinet.
Creation of the subcommittee stems from the
1982 General Assembly's
ordering of a further
study on the controversy.
The General Assembly
heard conflicting
testimony last session
and took no action on two
bills which would have
restricted the use of formaldehyde in home construction.
Rep. Gerda Bendl, DLouisville, said her
Health and Welfare Corn-

mittee determined last
winter that it could not
come up with a meaningful law "unless we
knew what we were doing."
Rep. Bob Helermger,
R-Louisville, asked why
the state was tackling the
issue when a federal ban
on formaldehyde foam insulation has been in effect
for more than a month.
Nobody had an answer,
but subcommittee
members said Moore
might shed some light on
that.
Advocates of restrictions on formaldehyde

contend there is a danger
of cancer when it is used
in homebuilding, but the
industry which produces
the chemical says otherwise.
Mrs. Bendl said the
problem extends beyond
the housing industry.
"It seems that formaldehyde is
everyplace," she said.
"In your lipstick, in nail
polish, in glue."
Moore gave a report
more than two years ago
which said the state agency had been receiving
"numerous consumer
complaints" about for-

maldehyde in homes.
He said at the time that
samples collected by the
agency
indicated the
presence of significant
levels of formaldehyde."
Moore said the sensitivity of people to formaldehyde varies, but is
most acute among infants, the elderly and
those with allergies or
respiratory problems.
"The extent of the problems associated with the
use of formaldehyde,
wood and insulation containing products in
mobile, modular and conventional homes is not

known," Moore's report
concluded. -However,
the potential exists."
The unsuccessful
measures on formaldehyde were sponsored by Sen. John Doug
Hays and Rep. Herbert
Deskins, Pikeville
Democrats.
Hays' version would
have required customers
to be notified of possible
health hazards and
builders to remove
materials if problems
were documented.
Deskihs' bill focused on
such materials in mobile
homes.
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PREPARING FOR A PECAN SALE - (From left,
Paula Palmer, Stella
Stars, Wanda Henry, Calloway County Middle School and
Superstars, Lou Orr,
East Winners, and Chairperson Judy Stabler, East
Winners, prepare for the second annual 4-H Pecan Sale. Proceeds from the sales
go back to the various
clubs and their programs and projects. Other clubs involved
in the sale include
the Colts and Fillies, M.S.U. Collegiate Club, Teen Club,
and the Pennyloafers.
The pecans are available from the clubs or at the County
Extension Office For
more information phone 753-1452 or 753-1498.
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ACES'
BOBBY WOLFF
"You can't turn back the
clock. But .i.ou can wind it
up again " - Bonnie Prudden.
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There were no replays
after declarer blew his
chances in today's intriguing slam. He had something
to say about bad luck, dummy offered kind words
about better play.
South won the first diamond and a high trump
brought the first bad news.
East's discard revealing
that West had a sure trump
trick. Another high trump
and the remaining top diamonds were cashed and
West was given his trump
trick. West exited with a
spade and declarer had to
guess on how to proceed. He
could take a straight spade
finesse against West, he
could take a rutting finesse
against East, or he could try
a club finesse. He guessed
wrong. taking the club
finesse and the slam went •
one away.
"It took a . 3-0 trump
break offside and a losing
finesse for me to lose the
slam." complained South.
"Surely. I deserved better
luck than that."
"You were on the right
track,- offered North. "You
just didn't go far enough.After cashing the second
high trump and getting the
diamonds out of the way,
South should also cash
dummy's spade ace before
giving West his trump trick.
That prudent play would
remove all guesswork and
regardless of what West
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Opening lead Diamond jack
chose to lead, declarer
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ANSWER:Four spades,
Since North promises a balanced 25-27 points, the six
r•ard major offers the safest
game
Send bridge questions to The Ares
I'll Rol 11361 Dallas Texas 75221.
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Dispute over surplus of state's dental students cause fewer openings for applicants
FRANKFORT, Kr mend that the combined
AP — There will be number of beginning denfewer dental students ui tal students at tne
Keatucky in the future. University of Louisville
although there is still and University of Kensome disagreement about tucky be reduced to no
whether the state has an more than 110 b% the fall
oversupply of dentists.
of 1983
On Wednesday, a CounThe recommendation
cil on Higher Education of the Programs Commitcoimnittee voted 4-1, with tee now goes to the full
one absention, to recom- council

A staff report
presented by Roy Peterson, deputy director of
academic affairs for the
council, concluded that
Kentucky has an oversupply. of dentists.
Peterson said the conclusion was largely based
on the state's dentist-topopulation ratio.
He conceded there are
several factors that could
not be determined, including the dental health
needs of Kentuckians,
their willingness to see a
dentist or their ability to
pay for dental services.
However, he said. -It is
our best opinion that the
state is producing more
graduates than it needs to
serve the population it
has."
Committee member
Angela Ford abstained
from voting, saying she
was concerned if there
were adequate indicators
of an actual shortage of
dentists.
However. Dr. William
Worthington of

Louisville, head of the
Kentucky Board of
Derustry, said he felt the
reductions did not go far
enough.
Worthington said that
even with the reductions,
Kentucky will still be producing dentists at nearly
four times the national
average.
Peterson said the study
did not address the issue
of more dentists locating
in urban areas than in
rural areas.
"We accepted the fact a
maldistribution exists in
Kentucky. but the Council
on Higher Education has
little or no influence on
where dentists choose to
practice," Peterson said.
He said it is an issue
that would have to be addressed by the council.
the Cabinet for Human
Resources, the Kentucky
Dental Association and
other interested groups.
Peterson said UK and
Louisville already have
voluntarily begun reducing dental classes and

should easily reach the
reconunended level by
next year.
The reduction would
mark a decline of 36
students from the entering class in 1980 and
would be nearly 40 under
the peak years in the rind1970s.
The Programs Committee also endorsed and
approved in principle
recommendations for
new minimum requirements for unconditional admission to Kentucky public colleges.
The committee agreed
to hold several hearings
and take wide-ranging input into the proposed
standards before taking
final action in December.
The standards,
developed by a committee appointed by council
executive director Harry
Snyder, would require
students to take 20 units
of high school subjects,
including some specified
courses.
Deputy Council direc-

tor Robert Sexton said in- new standards because the council before giving
dividual universities will "the first and most im- the go ahead to the UK
have the flexibility to pro- portant thing is to try to standards
vide various "conditions" help students and parents
He said that would be
that would allow students grasp the importance of a preferable to implemento enter who have not met college education and ting standards on
the
the requirements.
what is involved."
school level and then hayLois Weinberg, head of
Kentucky President ing to modify them the
the committee which Otis Singletary agreed following year.
drafted the proposed re- with Swain, but advised
quirements, said -they the committee that the
"We are now looking at
are the best thinking by issue might delay stricter the question of
admitting
the members of the com- standards for UK students for
next fall,"
mittee as to what is good freshmen, which had ten- Singletary said.
"I would
basic preparation for the tatively been scheduled prefer to do it
in a more
college-bound student in to go into effect next orderly fashion
than
Kentucky."
year.
jump in and get
Louisville President . Singletary said he something in place
next
Donald Swain called the wants to see the final year and then
have to
standards "a much need- guidelines approved by change."
ed new direction for
higher education in Kentucky."
"I hope the citizens i,EXING
'I' ON, KY
$50 annual initiation fee
support them strongly (AP) — An organization
and a $15 charge for each
and understand this is the that provides transportsGREAT DEALS ARE
trip, Malkus said
direction of the future tion for Fayette
County
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cutting
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residence in Fayette given for your birth sign.
County.
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down or give you mixed
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— A U.S. District Court comes into your life in an
jury here awarded a unusual way.
Prestonsburg man $5,200 CANCER
after determining he was (June 21 to July 221
the victim of "excessive, A co-worker is not to be
and unreasonable force' trusted or is not straightforfrom a state police of- ward with you. An adventurous mood leads to novel exficer, the man's lawyer
periences later.
said Wednesday,
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2'2 hours Tuesday before
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returning the verdict in lead to unwise expenditures,
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are likely.
The client had claimed vIRGO
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governor convedcd defeat
By DONALD K.
shortly alter midnight.
ROMBERG
Except for. Dukakis'
AP Political Writer
victory, it was a good
Former Gov. Michael night
for incumbents. Of
S. Dukakis of the
eight governors who
Massachusetts turned the sought
renomination, the
tables on Gov. Edward J. only loser
was King and
King with a Democratic every
member of Conprimary victory and gress
who sought
veteran Sen. Howard renominat
ion in the 12
Cannon of Nevada nar- primary
states emerged
rowly defeated a conser- victorious
.
vative challenger, while
In addition to Cannon,
Wisconsin voters over- Sen.
Robert Stafford, Rwhelmingly endorsed a Vt.,
and Rep. Clement
nuclear freeze.
Zablocki, D-Wis., fought
Cannon trailed Rep. off
challenges id' TuesJim Santini in the
day's primaries -- StafDemocratic primary unford from his political
til votes began flowing in
right, Zablocki from his
early today from the
left.
senator's home base of
Cannon's challenge
Clark County, which in'also came from his right.
cludes Las Vegas, the
Santini, the state's only
largest city in the state.
congressman, was
With 90 percent of the
among the conservative
precincts counted, CanDemocrats who often
non had 47,998 votes to
supported President
44,702 for Santini.
Reagan in House votes.
Cannon quickly appealHe called Cannon a part
ed to Democrats to unite of
the congressional "old
against his Republican
boy" network he blamed
oppponent in the fall cam- for
the nation's economic
paign.
problems. He also ques"I hope now we can get
tioned how the 70-yeartoether and go on to win old
Cannon became a
in November," said the millionai
re during 24
70-year-old senator. "We years
service in ConDemocrats in Nevada
gress.
have always had a lot of
Cannon countered . by
fights and gotten together
criticizing Santini's backto lick our wounds."
ing of President Reagan's
In Massachusetts,
economic policies.
•
Dukakis characterized
In Wisconsin, a resoluhis victory over King as tion
calling for a mutual
"a defeat for and
verifiable "nuclear
Reaganomics." A conserweapons moratorium and
vative Democrat who
reduction" was winning
beat Dukakis in a
approval by a margin of
primary upset four years 565.882
to 180,504, with 91
ago, King often supported
President Reagan's
domestic policies. Tlic

Sheriff's trial
moved after
long hearing

percent of the vote
counted.
After initially indicating opposition to the
Wisconsin resolution, the
Reagan administration
backed off and announced it would take no position because it considered
the wording ambiguous.
It was the first
statewide referendum on
the nuclear freeze. Eight
other states will have
similar proposals on their
ballots on Nov. 2.
Primary election
results from 12 states and
the District of Columbia
nearly completed the
political lineup for the
1982 elections.
awaii
holds a primary on Saturday and New York next
week. Runoffs are
scheduled for Thursday
in Oklahoma, Sept. 28 in
Alabama and Oct. 5 in
Florida.
The Republican
nominee against Dukakis
in Massachusetts will be
John Winthrop Sears, a
former Boston city councilman.
With 84 percent of the
precincts counted,
Dukakis had 521,190 votes
and King had 452,919.
In Vermont, Stafford,
69, a 10-year Senate
veteran, defeated two
conservatives who said
he was spending more
time traveling around the
world than he was tending to state concerns.
But the challenge fell
short as the chairman of
the Senate Environment
and Public Works corn-

natter pulled 45 percent
of the vote to 34 percent
for Stewart Ledbetter
and 19 percent for John
Mcl.aughry, a former
Reagan White House
aide.
In Wisconsin, Zablocki,
the chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs
committee, defeated
Lynn Adelman with unexpected ease. Adelman
criticized Zablocki for
supporting President
Reagan's 1981 tax cut
billand for backing the
sale of AWACS radar
planes to Saudi Arabia.
The 17-ter-m congressman, who
represents a heavily
Democratic district in
Milwaukee, led Adelman
52,605 to 33,397 with about
90 percent of the vote
counted.
Minnesota voters shattered the comeback

dream ot 1ornier Senator
and presidential candidate Eugene McCarthy
Mark Dayton, the heir to
a department store fortune, easily defeated McCarthy in the Democratic
Senate primary. Dayton
will try to oust
Republican Sen. David
Durenberger.
Mayor Marion Barry
Jr. of Washington turned
back the Democratic
primary challenge of
Patricia Roberts Harris,
who served as secretary
of the 1>epartmeM of
Health and Human Services during the Carter
administration. His
primary victory in the
heavily Democratic
District of Columbia
assured Barry of a second four-year term as
mayor of the capital city.
E. Brooke Lee won the
Republican nomination.
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DANVILLE. Ky. 'API
-- The trial of Harlan
County Sheriff Paul
Browning has been moved from Harlan to Danville following a lengthy
hearing Wednesday in the
chambers of Boyle Circuit Judge Henry Pennington.
Browning was arrested
Aug.20 and charged with
plotting to kill Johnny Y.
Blanton, chairman of the
Harlan County Board of
Education and Elijah
Buell, a Harlan County
magistrate who opposed
additional funding for the
Harlan County sheriff's
office last year. He was
also charged with attempting to burn down a COPYRIGHT 'W2
house, allegedly to help E CoRLEY
1[1:114114•TX
someone collect fire in- T-Ex
surance.
Both the defense and
prosecution originally
wanted the trail held in
Harlan County, but attorneys for both sides and
Pennington agreed
Wednesday that Browning could not get an impartial trial in Harlan or
in any of the adjoining
counties. Harlan Circuit
Judge Sid Douglass had
already withdrawn from
the case.
--Pennington, the chief
judge of the' southeast
judicial district, said he
based his change-ofvenue decision .on excessive pre-trial publicity
in Harlan County. The
trial in Boyle Circuit
Court will begin at 9 a.m.
Oct. 25, Pennington said.
Pennington refused to
lower Browning's $50,000
bond, but he did remove
the bond restrictions
which had stripped
Browning of his arrest
powers and the flight to
carry a revolver.
Pennington said a circuit judge has no right to
remove a Xonstitutional
officer or deny him the
means to perform his
duties
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Daring deeds in
kitchen go to men
NEW YORK 1API
Men have "more demo,
do" in the kitchen th.si.
women, says one of
America's best-known
female chefs, Julia Child.
"I've noticed it in my
Mrs. _Child
said lb an article ler next
Sunday's "Parade"
magazine_._"While many
women seem to dread
failure, men are more
likely to jump in fearlessly."
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TVA releases huge tax figures for fiscal year

5.

KNOXVILLE. Tenti
ding Sept
among the states under a
API — Teiuwct's
forniula ttaats1 on lhe
,•
Authority accountants, reckoning. which shows Si Assist
l's A
N 1
saying the agency is one the amount of instead-of- property in each.
of the biggest taxpayers tax payments TVA
TVA serves 2.8 million
ID Alabama and Tenmakes, ranges from $103 customers in seven
nessee. has released million to Tennessee to Southeastern states.
ftgures showing more $35,376 to South Dakota.
Money went to two
than $163 million will
Don Bagwell, a TVA other states, however.
have been paid to local spokesman. said Wednes- South Dakota governand state governments in day that the monthly ment received payments
the bookkeeping sear en- payments are divided because of TV A's ownership of an inactive
uranium mill. Illinois
received a $316,809 payment because of TVAowned coal reserves.
The payments include

IT'S COMING
IT'S COMING
IT'S COMING
IT'S COMING
IT'S COMING

Odyssey gives
you the
keyboard ond
o Rebate
too!

TO
UNHEARD OF DEALS

WATCH SATURDAYS PAPER
SEPT. 18th

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
is disturbed Then large var- raw egg is not —likely to
icose veins of the esophagus cause a biotin deficiency.
may develop and bleed
Biotin is an important
I'm sending you The vitamin but it is widespread
Health Letter 7-8. Living in our food and unless one
With Your Liver, to give you uses LOTS of raw egg whites
more information on as an adult or a teen-ager is not
function Others can send 25 likely to have a biotin clef
cents with a long, stamped, ciency. A deficiency may
self-addressed envelope for cause digestive complaints
it to me, in care of this news- and dry scaly skin Both of
paper, P0 Box 1551, Radio these are commonly caused
City Station, New York, NY by something else other than
a biotin deficiency
10019
DEAR DR LAMB
I am But I'm not enthusiastic
concerned after reading about raw eggs in the diet A
cooked egg may be better or
your column that raw
leave it out of the shake
destroy biotin Theeave
only way I can get my 14- Raw eggs can be a source of
year-old daughter to eat a bacteria that cause food
balanced breakfast is by poisoning
including a milk shake that
contains a raw egg If the
egg white in the milk shake GLIDER GATHERING
RENO, Nev. API —
is causing her a deficiency I
will eliminate the milk Veteran glider pilots
shake. Please advise
from all 50 states and
DEAR READER — It Great Britain gathered
takes a lot of avidin, the sub- here Sept. 9-12 for the 12th
stance in raw egg whites, to annual reunion of the
Nainduce a biotin deficiency
There is biotin in the egg tional World War II
yolk so the net effect of one Glider Pilots Association.
egg

/42
•17
w.i
na•
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Prices Good 9-16
Thru 9-22

NEW STORE HRS.
Mon.-Thurs.
8-1
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town.
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All Three
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Jumbo Roll
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With $15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco Dairy Products

32 oz.

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco A Dairy Products

on

85"

With $15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco Dairy Products
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19c
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Itching from liver disease

$33,174,054 to state and
local governments in
Alabama $12.249,803 to
Misstssippi: $10,964,999 to
A States It is actually the
Kentucky: $1,818,239 to DEAR DR LAMB
Georgia; $594,721 to year ago when I was in the fourth most common cause
North Carolina: $353,090 A hospital I was told I had of death in men between
cirrhosis of the liver I'm 64 ages 35 and 54 and sixth in
to Virginia
and had been a steady drink- women of the same age
er of beer for some time I group And just to think 60
Ultimately, local don't drink any form of alco- percent of these deaths
governments receive hol now, and I don't intend could be prevented
about 60 percent of the to I got the word, no alcohol
Itching is a complication
payments, Bagwell said. or else I had an accumula- of liver and gallbladder
ry
The figures don't in- tion of fluid in the abdomen disease It can be
clude direct tax revenue which went down in two or annoying If your liver fu
three
after
days
taking
lion
pills
to
returns
near
nor I.
gained by each state from
I did not vomit blood but possibly you will stop having
sales taxes on power in the last 10 months I had the problem
bills.
two black stools I feel good
That large accumulation
now, eat the foods they out- of fluid in the abdomen is a
lined for me and my mental sign of poor liver function
function is good.
The pill you took probably
$15.00
I have this prolonged gen- was a diuretic to help wash
REBATE
eralized itching I used out sodium and fluid from
Atarax but that didn't do any your body In advanced casNow Games and
good
A skin doctor gave me es of liver disease the fluid
Carriages
some pills that help, but if I retention can become a
A salable
stop them I itch Am I stuck major complication Surgery
Lay mossy
with this itch for the rest of to improve circulation to the
11, far Christmas
my life"
liver and abdomen may
DEAR READER
I am become necessary
753-2900
Bleeding is common in
glad you have quit alcohol. It
is the cause of about 60 per- patients with liver disease,
cent of all cases of cirrhosis including infectious hepatiAnd cirrhosis of the liver is tis The liver's role in formthe eighth most common ing prothrombin, a subcause of death in the United stance essential to clotting,
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Human Rights Commission issues
statement regarding Ku Klux Klan
aob,M.D.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP) — The Kentucky
Human Rights Commission has approved $43,000
in awards in eight case
settlements and has also
issued a statement regarding Ku Klux Klan activities.
In a statement released
Wednesday, the panel
criticized the KKK and
recommended that communities consider such
tactics as anti-mask ordinances to discourage
Klan activity.
Among the settlements
announced Wednesday
were sex discrimination
complaints against a
Danville nursing home.
The Golden Living
Center of Danville agreed
to pay five central Kentucky women a total of
$10,000 to settle claims
that they were fired from
the health care facility
because of their sex.
The commission also
noted during a meeting at
its Louisville headquarters that a male
supervisor at the facility
named in the case has
since been fired.

In another case, LIW Illinois Central Gulf
Railroad agreed to pay
two Louisville residents
$7,000 each to settle
allegations that the
railroad refused to hire
them because of their
race. The railroad also
agreed to offer the men
the next available
laborer's position open
with the company.
In other cases approved by the commission:
—Super Quik
Foodstores and its owner,
Mr. J.W. Witten, agreed
to pay three former
female employees a total
of $7,400 to settle claims
the women were paid less
than a male employee
who was performing less
work and that the women
were dismised from their
Jobs because of their sex.
The company operates in
northern Kentucky.
—Audio Systems Inc. of
Louisville agreed to pay a
Louisville woman $4,000
to settle claims of alleged
race and sex discrimination. The woman claimed
she was laid off from her
job because of race and

Ape makes solo debut
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
C . J . , a 160-pound
orangutan who starred
with Bo Derek in the film
"Tarzan the Ape Man"
and Clint Eastwood in
"Any Which Way You
Can," is making a solo
performance this week at
the San Diego Zoo.
This production could
become a simian sequel
to "The Great Escape,".
but C.J. has spent most of
the first two acts apparently just pondering
his lines.
His mission: Try to
escape from the zoo's
new open-ended ape
enclosure, an unusual $3
million pen measuring
100 by 150 feet has walls
on three sides but only a
moat fed by quickly running water to prevent
.
f,
14ht on the fourth.
Zoo officials asked for
C.J.'s help because "we
figured if he can't break
out, nobody could,"
spokesman Jeff Jouett
said. As a suave and
famous movie star, C.J.
might be expected to be
highly intelligent, too, he
explained.
C.J. was installed in the
enclosure on Tuesday and
is expected to stay until
Friday — unless, of
course, he escapes. But
by Wednesday night he

still hadn't made a break
for freedom.
The experiment has
generated some results.
At one point, C.J. untied a
heavy climbing rope that
was hanging from artificial trees to resemble
a natural vine. A zoo
workman said C.J. proved that "we'll just have to
weld those things down
tighter."
C.J. also found a couple
of footholds in a rock
wall, but went nowhere.
Jouett said,
"Orangutans don't swim
but they're not necessarily scared of water like
gorillas. Of course, C.J.
could jump or wade
across or climb a tree and
bend it down enough to
get over to another tree."
Boone Narr, head
trainer for the Gentle
Jungle, which was paid
$2,000 for C.J.'s services,
called to the orangutan
from the public side of the
moat, hoping to get C.J.
to try to escape over or
through the running
water. So did others from
the Hollywood animaltraining company.
But the 11-year-old ape
stayed put, except to
pound on the thick viewing glass at another part
of the enclosure a couple
times without breaking it.

PHOTO
GREETING
CARDS

sex while a white male
with less seniority was retained.
— Buell Envirotech
Corp. of Paducah agreed
to pay a Calvert City
woman $4,500 to settle her
claims she was dismissed
from the pollution control
construction company
because of her sex while
men with less seniority
continued to work.
— Holiday Inn
Southwest in Louisville
agreed to pay two former
female employees a total
of $1,300 to settle claims
they were discharged
from the hotel's lounge
for refusing to wear
revealing costumes that
male employees were not
required to wear.
—The Heritage Apartments in Lexington,
formerly the Lexington
Hills Apartments, agreed
to provide the commission staff with rental information including
apartment availability
and the race of each tenant to settle charges it
was misrepresenting
openings at the apartments to exclude blacks
from living there.
—Baker Realtors of
Hopkinsville agreed to
adopt an affirmative action plan and to provide
the commission with rental information concerning blacks.

wrestle with Friends keep giving me gifts — little lintel'.
knacks that should be displayed. I love these people and
don't want to offend them, but my house Is beginning to look
like an arts and crafts shop There i also the problem of
having to keep them dusted Add that to the fact that I have
a small apartment and dislike clutter
Is it necessary fur me to keep all these gifts on display
indefinitely' My wee apartment already looks like I'm ready
to hold an auction.
ENOUGH ALREADY IN PALM BEACH

Dealt)

DEAR ENOUGH: Accept each gift graciously,
display it for • while, then put it away. Your surroundings should please you.

By Abigail Van Buren

Ratchet-Jaw CB'er
Is Too Loud and Clear

• • •

DEAR ABBY. My problem is a neighbor with a home
based CB radio. He talks with people along the Gulf Coast
and in Canada. He is on his CB some mornings, all
afternoon and most nights. He loves the theme from "The
Lone Ranger" and plays it often. How do I know? Because it
comes over my television set!
I watch TV for my own entertainment, not to hear this
man. Don't get me wrong, he's an upstanding citizen with a
charming wife and family, but my set isn't the only one that
his CB interferes with. Almost everyone in the neighborhood knows when he's on because we hear everything In
says.

Many of my favorite TV shows have been interrupted,
which frustrates me no end. What a man does in his own
home is his own business, but when it comes into my home,
it becomes my business.
What should I do?
TIRED OF "15-4" IN CHARLESTON, S.C.
DEAR TIRED: If you haven't already complained
directly to your neighbor, you should. If you have, but
to no avail, either call or write to your local Federal
Communications Commission office and ask someone
there to please send you the booklet, "How to
Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference
Problems." The booklet offers tips on how to correct
this interference. (Perhaps your set is at fault.)
If the problem persists, write to: The F.C.C., 1919 M
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20554.
•••

DEAR ABBY: This isn't exactly an earthshaking
problem, but it's one I'm sure many people have had to

DEAR ABBY. I asked one of my closest friends to be my
bridesmaid, and she immediately said, "No. I can't afford
the dress.- A week passed, and I called and told her I would
pay for the dress. Then she hemmed and hawed and asked,
"Are you really going to have a formal church wedding?" I
said, "Yes, of course."
Then she asked, "Won't you feel hypocritical having a
wedding like that after living with your fiance openly for
two years'?"
I told her, no, I would not feel hypocritical. Then she came
right out and said she couldn't be my bridesmaid because
she didn't think I deserved to have a church wedding with a
gown and veil and bridesmaids_
I felt hurt, angry and shocked that she would sit in
judgment of me. (She is not exactly a saint herself, if you
know what I mean.)
Should I invite this girl to my wedding?
BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: A bride usually invites friends and
relatives to her wedding. This young woman doesn't
seem to qualify in either category.
•• •

CONFIDENTIAL TO DOWN IN UPLAND, NEB.:
Someone said, "Health is the greatest wealth." And
may I add, "— and the least appreciated until it's
threatened."
•••

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long,self-addressed stamped(37 cents)
envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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It's brand-new'. From our modern service and parts department to
our immaculate showroom A dealership that showcases the new
1982 Bucks quite nicely. Skyhawk,
Skylark. Century, Regal, Riviera.
LeSabre. and Electra. They're all.
here. Where you can go over them
with a fine tooth comb if you.wish

Or question any one of our knowledgeable sales people about certain particulars The aerodynamics
The functional design The state-ofthe art technology The luxury Particulars Buick has never lost sight
of So stop in and se the full line of
1982 Buicks In tUeif fabulous new
home today

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Sotified Customers Are Our Main Concern"

1406 West Main

753-5315
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In school report...

Learn

Tests prove important
by Kaye Peebles
Comprehensive Test of
Achievement tests Basic Skills ICTBSI
given to school children measures achievement
with Computer Space Command 2400 Remote Control
across the state each Spr- or how well the student
ing play an unportant actually performs in the
Model SY1927W
role in the education of following areas reading,
Beautiful table TV has all the great Zenith Console TV
Ky's young people. An ex- spelling, language, math
features' Remote Control with up,down channel scanning
tensive renovation of the and reference skills.
testing program provides The tests are given to
and direct channel access Quartz-Conts()lied Electronic
information which is students in grades 3, 5, 7,
Tuning 112 Channel Capability, and Chromatic One-button
useful in planning and im- and 10 as mandated by
Color Control' Simulated grained Walnut finish $
plementing curriculum in the State Department and
each school system in the the remaining grades are
state.
tested as part of MurAfter the tests are ad- ray's testing program.
ministered locally they In addition to learning
are sent to the State that Murray City School
Department of Education students continue to
for scoring. Extensive in- achieve above both the
formation is compiled state and national levels,
and returned to the local other pertinent informadistrict before the beginn- tion was also available,
ing of the next school *At the 3rd grade level,
year. Teachers in the 91% of the students
Murray System im- scored in the average
mediatelv began atten- range on the TCS. 98%
Model Y1918W
ding meetings to look achieved either average
Dependable Color Table TV with
One-Knob VHF/UHF Electronic
,,,
Deao
vseah 1anndrupatblei.
closely at the results and or above the average
Video Guard TunInc Stn,,iated
`Chassis and Chrn
plan for those areas range. Only 2 % of the
grained
Picture Tub,
' .'. ''.
which needed to be 3rd graders scored below
tnish
strengthened.
average.
For the first time this
At the 5th grade level,
year students were tested 92% of the students were
; The quality goes in before the name goes on on
what they were capable of achieving
capable of achieving as above average work
well as their actual while 95% were actually
achievement levels. The doing so.
Test of Cognitive Skills "96% of the 7th grade
TCSI measures ability class could be expected to
or how students score achieve above average
bases on potentail. The while 98% of them did so.
•At the 10th grade
level, 83% of the students
had the potential for scoring at or above average
levels but 88% achieved
in that range.
This information in-
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dicated that Murray
teachers are doing an excellent job of pulling
students with average
and below average potential up to higher levels of
achievement. For example. 13.1% of tenth
graders with average
ability are performing in
the above average range.
An area of concern is
the information that
some students who have
above average potential
are only achieving the
average range. As a
result of having this
clearly pointed out,
teachers are planning for
greater concentration on
this particular group.
In addition teachers
can tell immediately
whether an individual
student has mastered
certain objectives tested
in each skill area. Thus
teachers are given
specific information
about individual students
having difficulty in a
specific area.
If you are interested in
seeing your own child's
test results, guidance
counselors and principals
at each school are
available to discuss them
with you by appointment.
Next Spring when your
child announces that test
time is here again,
remember that this is
another method teachers
are using to improve the
education of their
students.
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STA-850 by Realistic'

23995 Save
$1140
Reg. 379.95

21-Segment LED Output Power Meter. LED Signal
Strength, FM-Stereo, FM-Tuning and Mode Indicators
•
50 watts per channel minimum rms into 8 ohms from 20-20.000 Hz, with no more than 0 05' THD

The power. performance and features music lovers
want most—at an amazingly low price! Exclusive
Auto-Magic FM tuning system, bass and treble controls, tape monitor, hi-filter and FM-muting. .31-2096

Buy This Matched-Component Hi-Fi System at 39%Off!
By Realistic

77
171,

Save s30080 $47
Reg. Separate
Items 779.80

._

rrn

$90
5
1299
ave

Separate woofers and tweeters
deliver superb sound' AutoSearch system helps you find
songs fast Record off-the-air.
or "live- with built-in mikes
Normal/CrO, tape switch AC)
battery operation *14-772

Half
Price

64

Each
Reg. 129.95 Each

Beautiful styling, attractive
a pair at the regular price price. too! Buy
of one. 8" woofer,
8" passive radiator and
21/2" tweeter
Genuine walnut voneer. 22 x
12'14 x 10'/4".
*40-4028

EC-476 by Radio Shack

e±i 66

Cut 25%

2:103ocioC
oda' c±leicl
14

.3

WASHINGTON ( APi
The Senate Agriculture
Committee gave its approval Wednesday to Sen.
Walter Dee Huddleston's
bill extending the
Farmers Home Administration Economic
Emergency Loan Program for one year.
Huddleston, D-Ky.,
said the bill also would require the Secretary of
Agriculture to make
loans available from the
;600 million set aside for
the program. The
secretary had discretionary authority to make

1111:30011
11100LINI
111C301•11
_.

such loans this year but
refused to do so, Huddleston said in a news
release.
A similar bill already
haspassedtheHouse.
Huddleston said
farmers are struggling
through "the worst farm
crisis since the Great
Depression."
He said if the administration blocks or
vetoes the proposal, "it
will have demonstrated
its insensitivity to a problem that could eventually destroy our American
agricultural system.-

Reg.
19.95

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out

40 single-function
keys make it easy
to use Scientific no-.
tation mode, memory,
much more. Wiltv
foTtg:ft tiatfiries are
carry case 065-656

Shure M71. M75-ECS series M70 and M75 Series
j *42-2762
.42-2768

Save s3

Save $4

Pont worry and wonder about learning
your way around town Or what to see and
do Or whom to ask
As WELCOME WAGON Representative
I'll simplify the business of getting settled
Help you begin to prim your new town
good shopprng. local anractions.
community opportunities And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family
Take a break from unpacking and call
_

5 Reg

159

19.95
Reg.
195 14.95
rA
Shure
RS8T. Replaces R1000.
RS6E. Replaces R27,
M73/75E series *42-2764 Shure M90, M75 T-2 series
.42-2770

Save 85

1995:415

who said the house contains a wealth of
knowledge and tradition
"which should be
preserved as part of
America's history."
Barkley, who served as
U.S. senator, Senate majority leader and vice
president, used the
residence from 1937 until
his death in 1956.
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P
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Save
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27.95

Check Your Phone Book for the Radm5/haek Store or Dealer Nearest You
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Fm HA loans extended

LCD Scientific
Elliptical Diamond Styli Sale
Calculator RS3T. Replaces R25,By Realistic/Shure
RS5T. Replaces R47, Shure

erbeAret

air olic

%Off 29
33
1
95 4415
It AC tails Battery Backup keeps clock
running (without 4tsplay) up 10 eight hours.—
Batffry-Se'rrtif*r
viieitiat-*--BarsiiL nat., o+r-i
tery, too *12-1534
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4.PET OF THE WEEK — "Butch," a five-year old
male Shepard looks mean, but isn't and would make
a good guard dog. He is available for adoption at
Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of
South Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society
of Calloway County. Hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m., Sunday. For information
call 759-4141.

WASHINGTON (API —
The Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee sent to the Senate
floor Wednesday a bill
designating the Alben
Barkley home at
Paducah as a national
historical site.
The legislation was
sponsored by Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,

Nova-10 by Realistic

Reg.
219.95

AM/FM Clock Radio With
227 - ,
Battery Backup C,hronornaticRears'

libit

Barkley home on register

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder
Cut 41% SCR-3 by Realistic Aft
.1.1111."1"1".111111111W

-

.
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in for 37% Off This Powerful AM/FM Stereo Receiver

• Realistic STA-850 Receiver
• Two Nova - -10 Speaker Systems
With Long-Throw 8" Woofer,
8" Passive Radiator, 21/2"
Wide-Dispersion Dynamic Tweeter.
Lattice-Work Grille,
Genuine Walnut Veneer Finish
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Automatic
Turntable With Low-Mass Tonearm,
Damped Cue/Pause. S29.95
Realistic/Shure Cartridge
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Learning to live with black lung disease difficult process
7nt

DAWES, W.Va API On a bad night -- and
they come often
Robert
Reynolds finds himself
panting and gasping for
breath as he lies in bed.
Unless he gets up and
turns on the light, he just
lies there, breathing
heavily and praying for
relief. All the while,
Reynolds is enveloped by
a darkness much like that
in the underground coal
mines where he and
thousands of other
miners contracted black
lung disease, the affliction that leaves him gasping for breath.
On _some nights,
Reynolds may be forced
to get out of bed eight or
10 times.
"Sometimes I go to the
couch," he said.
"Sometimes I go to a
chair. Wherever I can
find a place to breathe,
that's where Igo."
Carl Fish knows the
feeling all too well.
"I can't do anything at
home anymore," said
Fish, who spent 20 years
in the mines operating a
coal cutting machine.
"Can't even mow the
grass. And that hurts, sitting there on the porch,
watching my wife do it."
The two disabled
miners offered their comments this week at the
Cabin Creek Medical
Center, where they and
four others are trying to
learn to live with their affliction. Fish and
Reynolds are among the
former miners, or their
wives, who are taking
part in the center's
Chronic Respiratory
Disease Program, which
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funded by a $165,000
federal grant.
"Everybody here has a
breathing problem, or
lives with somebody who
has a breathing problem," health educator
Cinny Kittle told the
members of the class this
week. "We can't cure
you, you know that. But
there are things you can
do to make yourselves

feel better '
tier tiu,in.iirid on the dark is designed to help y.ung
Over the next six weeks nights that try his soul
miners by getting them
the members of the class
"I want to learn how to on a health maintenance
will learn the best ways to help turn breathe." she regimen that includes
he and sit when they find said. •'He's coughed so periodic checks for early
it hard to breathe, and the hard sometimes he's breathing problems
most effective methods of passed out, and I didn't
"A lot of people in this
breaking up the sputum know what to do."
area never realized there
Phylis Hodge, an was anything that could
that often clogs the lungs
of black lung sufferers.
outreach worker at the be done," she added
Fish's wife also is tak- center, said that in addi- "For years, black lung
ing the class because she tion to helping afflicted was diagnosed, and that
wants to be able to help miners, the program also was that

Parents voice complaints about state's mental health program
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — Understaffing,
lax training, rude and inhumane treatment of
parents and improper
placement of individuals
in community homes
were some of the complaints legislators heard
from parents concerning
Kentucky's mental health
program.
There was even a
charge that patients placed in community homes
were to be allowed to
have sex whenever they
wanted it.
"We have faced constant and sustained harrassment under the
Brown administration,"
Judy Dyer, of Columbia,
told the Joint Interim
Health and Welfare Committee.
State Health Services
Commissioner Dr. David
Allen said he would look
into each of the allegations in detail and "if any
are true, we will have to
have very specific corrective action."
However, Allen said he
felt there is some misinformation about his
department's programs.

Allen pointed out the
state is often caught in
the middle between
parents of retarded
children who strongly
support institutional care
and those who just as
strongly favor deinstitutionalization.
•'The committee has
had a full day of hearing
from one side of a very
extensive issue," Allen
told the committee.
The criticisms were
directed both at the
operation of the
Hazelwood Intermediate
Care Facility in
Louisville and with the
community placement
program, which seeks to
remove as many patients
as possible from state institutions.

received only six training
sessions over a two-week
period before having a
180-pound, non-verbal patient placed in her home.
Mrs. Meyer, who had
taken care of her retarded brother for 20 years,
said "if I had not already
been familiar with the
retarded I would have
been very very illprepared."
Mrs. Meyer, who
weighs less than 100
pounds,said she could not
physically handle the
female patient assigned
to her without her husband's help. She said the
woman was finally
removed by the department when she beat Mrs.
Meyer up.
"I wanted this program
to work more than
anything," Mrs. Meyer
said. "I didn't know they
were going to bring someone out that might kill
you. I wanted somebody.
I know there are people in
there I could handle."
Mrs. Meyer confirmed
reports by Mrs. Dyer that
she was told by training
personnel to allow her patients to have sex if they

"Parents of the retarded are fed up with being
told by someone with a
degree or a doctor in
front of their name what
is best for our children,"
said Shirley Perry. "We
are the ones who have
changed diapers, set up
with seizers. Deinstitutionalization is not working."
Evelyn Meyer said she

desired because it was
their human right.
Allen said the training
he was aware of had been
more closely monitored
than described by Mrs.
Meyer and Mrs. Dyer.
Louise Underwood,
president of the Concerne d Families of
Hazelwood, said there
has been no improvement
in the administration of
the facility since its
former director was fired
in an administrative
shakeup in June.
She said the staff size
has not been increased
despite two grand jury
reports which concluded
Hazelwood residents are
endangered by lack of
staff.
Bill Draper, assistant
commissioner for Mental
Health and Mental Retardation, said he personally
would like to have more
staff members at
Hazelwood, "but I don't
think anyone's life is at
stake."
Draper said no more
staff can be hired
because of lack of funds
and a ceiling on the
number of employees
that can be hired.
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GOLDEN AIRES will be one of the six gospel groups singing at the Reidiand
High School Football Stadium on Saturday, Sept. 18, at 7 p.m There is no admission charge and the public is invited. The group will also sing at gospel singing at
Spring Creek Baptist Church homecoming on Sunday afternoon, Sept. 19 They
are ( from left, Darvin Stom, Danny Garland, Jackie Miller and Max McGinnis
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Register to win a

FREE
Hawaiian Vacation
for 2

AN ORDINANCE Relating to the Annual Budget and
Appropriations:
WHEREAS, a proposed use hearing was held on the Ilth day of
may, 1982; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was held on the Proposed budget
showing receipts of $1,622,994 and expenditures of $1,622,994 on
the 8th day of June, 1982; and
WHEREAS,the property assessment has been certified as:
Real Estate
$326,681.683
Tangible Personal Property
$81,244,083
Public Service Companies
$25,836,000
Bank Shares
$21,000
Other
$-0-:and
WHEREAS,the proposed budget was tentatively approved by the
fiscal court on 18th day of May, 1982 and approved as to form and
classification by the State Local Finance Officer on the 28th day of
May,1982.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS ORDAINED BY THE FISCAL COURT
OF CALLO WAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY:
SECTION ONE. There is levied for the year 1982 the general ad
valorem tax rate per $100 assessed valuation on all taxable property
within the jurisdiction for the General Fund and such additional tax
rate for each Special District or other fund as indicated:
Fund
Rate
Estimated Receipts
a ) General
12.0 cents
$401,667
b ) Gen., Pers. Prop.
14.00 cents
138,665
(ci Health
2.60 R.E., 3.1 Pers.
110,300
id) Library
3.00 cents
122,600
.02 cents
(e I Forestry
624
SECTION TWO. The following budget is adopted for the year 198283 and the amounts stated are appropriated for the purposes
indicated.
Ill General Fund
i a 1 General Government
$339,260
b ) Protection to Persons and Property
$16,500
ic) Health and Sanitation
$10,000
dl Hospitals. Charities and Corrections
$19,800
e , Libraries and Other Educational Activities
$39,800
fi Debt Service. General Fund
$-0g I Misc., General Fund
$220.791
Total $646,151
i 2) Road Fund
$580.000
(31 Revenue Sharing Fund
al Public Safety
$21.600
lbi Environmental Protection
$9.000
( cl Public Transportation
$119.070
dl Health
$10.000
el Recreation
$45.000
f I Libraries
( g ) Social Services for the Poor or Aged
I hi Financial Administration
$9.600
Ill Capital Construction, Maintenance
or Equipment
$59,500
Total $273,770
15 r Other Fund(s
i a)Jail
$107,408
bl Forestry
$750
cl Emergency Shelter
$1,500
id) Juvenile Support
$13,415
SECTION THREE.This ordinance shall be published in the Ledger
newspaper
Times
summary
by title and
within thirty 1301 days
&
,
after adoption.
SECTION FOUR. This ordinance becomes effective immediately

ppgo kagIng.qtd_pg.blication,

Adopted this 11th day ofSeptember. 1982. by 4 ayes and 0 nays.
George Weaks
Chief Executive
Attest •
Marvin Harris
County Clerk

as •
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I. Legal Notice

I. Legal Notice
Notice of
Apprenticestup
Opportunity
Training Committee for the Electrical Industry will
accept applications for apprenticeship beginning
October 18, 1982
through October
29, 1982 from 8.00

•

a.m. to 4.30 p.m
Monday through
Friday at the
I.B.E.W. Union
Hall, 4516 Clarks
River Road.
Paducah, Kentucky. These applications may be
kept active for two
years for further
selection. All applications must be
completed by
December 31, 1982
to be considered
for next year's
class.
All applicants
must fully meet

2 Notice

1. Legal Notice

the following
in
qualifications to
qualify for an interview.
1. AGE - Must
be at least 18 years
of age.
2. EDUCATION
- High school
graduate with one
vear's passing
grades in Algebra.
Transcript required

Committee. The
interviewers will
consider reliability, interest, attitude, judgement,
cooperativeness,
as well as other
personal traits
All applications
will be received
without regards to
race, color,
religion, national
origin, or sex.
Each applicant
must meet all
basic requirements to be
eligible for an interview. Apprentices will be
selected in order of
their ranking
resulting from
rating by interviewers.

3. APTITUDE
TEST - S72R

taken at any state
employment office. You must
make a High on
the test.
4. PHYSICAL
CONDITION - If

selected, will be
required to take a
physical before
starting work.
Each applicant
who meets all
basic requirements will be
interviewed by the

2. Notice
Want to become rich
and beautiful overnight.
Its easy sell Avon Call
753 0171 or 753 0232

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
TAMP
SHOE
V OE
P ARE
REHEARSAL
ALA i
Ai
NETS
SHY
A G A
A
PAW
RAS
RA
SPOR T
TAR
Rai
MAREi LAW
M E
R
SLAP
P
NEAPPLE
ELA
IRON
S EIE S
A
14
NEWT
EDIT
LAP

MEIN

ACROSS
1 Competent
5 The sell
8 Truth
12 Tidy
13 Up - away
14 Green larid
15 Goal
16 Commonplace
18 Coral
19 Tellurium
Symbol
20 The sweetsop
21 Jolson
23 - a rule
24 Passengers
26 Current of air
28 Fathers
29 Evil
30 Goddess Cl
healing

32 Elevator
name
33 Pronoun
34 Wild plum
35 Employ
36 Male swan
37 Make •
amends
38 Seasoning
40 Press
41 Italian river
43 Man - man
44 Ox of
Celebes
.45 GI green
47 Fuss
49 Capital of
Oregon
51 Actor Vigoda
52 Mental appli- •
cation
55 Oak
56 Small child
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Hoye 5 minutes' Call
759 1441 for an in

NOTICE

Congratulations
to Ray and
Lochie Ross
on 56th

E. tee, torivemence Jim
Sorter from our Soles Der
nil
b• es ovr elbowroom
from 6 30 PM to I 00 PM
Oi
Moissleys
Teetsbeti
Thor milers moil Fridges

wedding

PURDONS OlDSMOSIll
PONTIAC CADILLAC
1406* Moo
753 $315

Anniversary

911
.19.8b
Finai closeout sale of
Calloway County
Cematary books $7 00
Bookrack 808 Chestnut
St Murray

BIG SALE
lifts of items Inc teethes
terms& egg nog set,
North•ood sees
Art
Nooremi Limp. stoneware.
pottery. pnnti. RR lochs
b•ttlts end elks,
collectibles See Sot o,
Son or Booths I end
FAIRGROUNDS FLEA
MARKET
FREE INSIDE OR OUTSIDE.
SPACE TO DEALERS SEPT.
18-19.

45 Automatic
World

War

II

45

stag
handles, and holster
excellent condition.
Best offer, No phone
calls please
automatic

with

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

GOSPEL MUSIC pro
gram Sunday Sept 19th
at 1 30 Parkers Super
Market parking tot All
singers and listners
welcome In case of rain
will be held at a future
date. For information
call 759-4600.

FOR SALE
57 Partner
tt Spreads tor
DOWN
drying
1 Diliseed
16 Western Indi2 Pecuniary
ans
advantages 17 Fat
3 Young boy
20 War god
4 And Lat
22 Note of scale
5 Mollifies
25 Zodiac sign
6 African
26 Obstruct
antelopes
27 Criminal
7 Room in
28 Old French
harem
coin
8 Santa
29 Layette item
31 Female rut?
9 Broadcast
33 Torrid ,
10 Product
34 Portico
4
S 6 7
1 2
121

I16

36 Shut
37 Scent
39 Near
40 Sluggish
41 Agreement
42 Aroma
44 Choir voice
45 Ancient
Greek coin
46 Negate
48 Number
50 Emmet
51 Be ill
53 Cerium sym001
54 Bye!
8 9 10 11
14

13
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17

18 11
21 22
23

III
20
19

26

24 25
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29
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Browning 12 Guoge
Shotgun, excellent
condition

$275.00
No Phone Calls

VERNONS WESTERN
STORE
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Open 9-9 Daily

3

'We buy and sell Feista
and Depression glass
Be! Air Decor store.
Be! A•r Shoppong
Center.

Get the Total Picture: Color portraits, black &
whites, hand oil,
passports.
CARTER STUDIO
0 Main
753 8298

MUST SELL
'73

Squarebock
VW 4 in the floor.
Best offer Coll
/ 753-3282.

YOU'D BETTER PUSH ME NOW
THE YEARS GO BY AWFULLY
FAST...BEFORE YOU KNOW
IT, I'LL BE GROWN UP ANC

HE,1 316 BROTHER`COME
ON OUT AND P1J5H ME
IN THE SWING!

Card of Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of the late
Louisa Hornbuckle
would like to thank
each and every one
for all the kindness
shown to us during the
death of our aunt.
May God bless each
and every one of you.
Thanks to Dr. Clark
for his services and to
the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home for their
services.
The Hornbuckle
Family

51614

MARRIED AND PROBABLY
LIVING IN ANOTHER TOWN!

PUFF---

F---THISIS
HEAVY---YOU SURE

IT ISN'T SO
MUCH-

spit:colonel message to
brighten your do,
Children s tape

159

4445

5. Lost and Found
Poodle founo. Diuguid
Drive Area Owner call
759 1073

6. Help Wanted
Building salesman
Building com
wanted
POny needs area
salesman, some sale
background and con
struction knowledge
needed All sales tools
and sales school pro
aided
travel. expenses
Salary
included
negotiable Please send
Box
to
P
0
resume
1115, Paris Tn 18242
OH IA Supervisor
needed good part time
10b. Contact Extension
Office 753 1451 or 753
1436
Hard working aggres
sive take charge type
individual to run es
tablished debit agency.
in the Murray to Ed
We offer
dyville area
great compensation
training program and
fringe benefits
Please
call Paducah between
tam 4.30p.m
for ap
pointment and inter
view, 444 6967 E.O.E
Live in baby sitter,
middle aged or elderly
lady preferred, private
bedroom and board plus
salary
References ex
changed. Call 753 2700.
Need a part time
receptionist dental as
sistant. Send resume to
PO Box 1040A Murray
Ky 42071.
RN or LPN position
available full time or
part time for 3 11 shift
Working Mon.-Fri, with
every weekend off
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care Inn 4th and
Indiana,' Mayfield Ky
or call 247 0200.
Security 'Officer full and
part time. Murray area,
uniform furnished,
Apply
fringe benefits
Murray Guard Office,
58
Jackson Branch,
Murray Guard Drive,
Jackson Tn
or call
901 668 3121 E0E.
Tutors for High School
Students, Salary 53.35
per hour
Applicants
should be mature per
sons who are
knowledgeable and
skilled in the areas of
English, history, the
'sciences and upper
level math Must prov
ide own transportation.
Send application letter re•
ferences and resume by
9-24-82 to Or Kerry
Kerber, Director Upward Bound, Gatlin
House, Murray State
University, Murray Ky.
EO
WAITRESS
SS must have
experience. Days 11 till
3 plus 6 to 3 Saturday,
Action Personnel, 7536532.

9. Situation Wanted
Responsible housewife
will baby sit in my home
weekdays. Have re
ferances Call 753 6956.
Will baby sit in my
home Call 753 1591.

PACKED USA

BIG
PICNIC

10. Business Opportunity
Business Opportunity.
$40 • 50.000 per year.
National Company
looking for Distributors.
No required invest
ment.Call
1 800 238 9210

C19112 UMW F••••• Synalco•

nAV SOVFRIENIp
GAVE IT To ME
A5 A &AG

YOU SEE
MISS BilxLEY'S NEW('
DRESS? 175 AnAPE

CUT OF CLEAR

15. Articles for Sale

• c,

Antique Duncan Phyfe
dining room set com
pletely restored table,
Captain chair 5 side
chairs S750 Maple din
ing setwith hutch $300
Twin size Captain bed
complete $50 Call 753
4501

STRETCH
PLASTIC

16. Home Furnishings
BUMSTEAD1--5 IS
"rl-4E LAST TIME I'M
COMING IN i-lERE TO

\Cu
3LIT":
WEREN'T COMING IN

A

I-IEaE ANNA/VC:2E'

sroo Ntou r-Rom
SLEEPING!
("67
Z5
4-1/- 1.1t)
,e

);,„„

18. Sewing Machines
For sale
$200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet Special ZigZag
with 8 fashion discs All
other Vittachments in
cluded Like new. 753
7217 after 5p.m

/Ae THE AREHA
CX/EFee
otWearl 41TE/V.95 THE
5i&IMES 4N/41AZ .46.4.64,
AAHMAi

Console stereo, excel
lent condition, A 6 Em
bassy Apartments call
753 0399
Crib with mattress and
infant walker. Call 753
7844

20. Sports Equipment
12 Guage Browning
2000, automatic, gas
operated shotgun
26
inch improved cylinder,
ventalated rib Made in
Belguim, like new ,Call
492-8604.
Remington 300 Win
chester Magnum.
Model 700, BDL rifle
with 3x9 red field scope
and case ' tall 753 0775
after 5PM
Remington XP 100, Cal
221, Fireball, Bushnell
Famtom 7 , 1 3 power
scope
Case included
$200 Call 315 2506

INFLATION
PRICES
On Pioneer
Soay,
Sanyo
Majestic,
Meroutz
stereos.
World of Sound
cos

how S...

34. Mousesfor I

27. Mobile Home Sales

22. Musical

2. Notice

tt.temon•MmWermom

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
PAC
A D
M
IniiDTiE

Notice

p•••

lionmess

753-51165
41111MMINIIM1h,
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood. Marantz
Mitsubishi Sanyo Pro
fessional installation
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland center
Chestnut St 753 0113
For sale
2 year old
home stereo system,
excellent condition
Yamaha CR420 re
ceiver, semi auto turn
table. Genesis 1 plus
753 7217
speakers $195
after 5p.m.
Hammond Spinet Organ
Model M 100 $600 Call
753 4978

23. Exterminating

Three

Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
1974 Honda 360 T W0.
very good condition.
Remington 870
Wingmaster with two
barrels $225 excellent
condition. Complete set
of golf clubs with bag
and push cart 585 good
condition. Call before
2. 15 PM on weekdays
anytime weekends. 436
2550.
30 Watt receiver, two
sets 14) of speakers.
Realistics near top -line
stereo. Retail total $660.
six months old, .44 year
guarenteed. Will trade
for iewelry, guns or
$300
See at Leo's
Jewelry 404 N 12th
Firewood cut to order.
$25
per rick. Call
436 1292
Firewood, delivered
and stacked. 130 a rick.
Call 753 9101.
KEROSENE
HEATERS
Buy now
and save! 6800 BTU,
5119 99
9000 BTU,
5149 99, 9300 BTU
$17999, 9300 BTU with
Ian, $112.99; 11,500
BTU, $179.99, 19,500
BTU, 5219.99, Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
King, automatic wood
heater, delux cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
5249.99.
and doors
Wallin Hardware, Paris
To
OREGON SAW chains,
319" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99; 20", 58.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Pool table, regulation
size, slate bed, $500.
Call 753 8056 after 5PM._
Topper for 1979 Cameo
Chevrolet pickup. Ex
Contact
cellent $700
Howard Brandon 753
4389
Used chain saws, 360
Homelite, Super 2
Hornelite, 361 Poulin,
SL 4 Remington. Call
489 2570 after 5 PM

26. TV-Radio
GE solid state 25" color
TV, new picture tube,
$250 Call 753 0935

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x65 3 bedroom 1973
mobile home-in Riviera
$3700
Cts furnished
Call 753 1869 or 753 5743

Res,

peed, water
baseboard he
5195
neater
5647
bedroor
Three
range and rdl
carport
outs
age, no pets,
month
Depo
Call 753 9758

36. For Rent or

28. Mobile Home Rentals

Building for r
3rd Dixie Dry
See Thomas
753 5153

17
k
51 Two bedroom
new carpet Two miles
East of Murray
$160
per month 580 deposit
Call 753 0329 after 5 00
PM
A 2 bedroom, newly
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court 753 5209
Mobile Homes for rent,
$150 a month plus
deposit 2 miles out on
641 South
Couples
preferred, no oets 753
0692
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray
No pets 489 2611
Two bedroom, family
only, i child no pets, It
block to MSU, private
fenced lot, Central heat
and air, newly de
corated. $150 month,
$100 deposit 489 2449

37. Livestock-S1

Grade Holste
calf due in Ocl
436 2945.
HEALTH FOI
Sale of my
Horses
reaso
fers accepted.
753 6126.
Horses board'
$30, pastu
Limited spac
753 3010.
Registered T
Walking horse
rent 10 acres
Call 312-737 2811

38. Pets-Supplie

A KC register
Dane Puppies
Call 492-8812 aft
AKC regi
Dalmation
Weeks old. Call,
For sale. Bini
Pies SAO. Cal
after 6p.m.

29. Heating-Cooling
Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control

bedro,

keniake

1973 Craftmade
Newport, II it 70. 436
5664 after 5PM
1911 mobile home 12)(60
2 bedroom. furnished
Price reduced owner
being transferred
For
more information call
Mayfield, 1 247 5947
Extra nice 12 x 60
Mobile Home, lots of
extras Call 753 5099 or
753 7795

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.

41. Public Sale

FOUR PA

Ben Franklin stove with
magic hearth. Call 7532681
Used air conditioner,
10,000 BTU $125 also 9
foot baseboard wall
heater with then ,
mostadt
$40 00 Call
753 6918 after 5PM
Wood heater, Call 435
4121 after 6.00 PM

YARD S
Thurs., Fri. o
121 N. be
County Line I
between Col
and Fermin
Some ful
new ceramics
odds and
Cancelled if r
be next weeke

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

TARO
SALE

On Weill
Grove Ro
2nd bow
on righ
Set., Sept
Dishes, creche

32. Apts. For Rent .
F-urnished one bede
room.. 2 sundecks. Pine
Bluff near lake. $200
month. 753-1914, 759
9577, 753 2649
Furnished four room
Apt, near downtown
Call 753 4645
Murray
after 3 PM.
Needed one male room
mate for nice 2 bedroom
Apartmnet
A 6, Embassy Apartments. Call
753 0399.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 753 4109,
762-6650 or 436 2844.
One efficiency apart•
ment, One bedroom
garage apartment for
singles only. Call 7535980.
Two bedroom duplex
apartment gas heat,
stove, refrigerator $225,
deposit and reference.
434,2802
Two bedroom duplex
$160 per month, 3 miles
Call
from town
753 8848.
apartment
2
Very large
bedroom, furnished.
/53 8730, after 5p m,
753 6965

THREE Pi
YARD Si

505 Whit
Setvrds
SAM to
Childrens
household

bicycle, lots,'

YAK
SAL

Saturday, SI
8:00 a.n
5:00 p.

33. Rooms for Rent
One room efficiency $95
month plus deposit Call
after 4p m , 753 4793

1508 Bel

It Houses for Rent
Two bedroom house,
1614Calloway, 1 bed
room duplex 1300 Peggy
Ann, Murray Call 492
8225

-

MUN

100's of hot

"Coming to Murray"
BJ's TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
Bl's Telephone Systems is a individually owned
business bases on 30 years of Telephone experience. This means you get Professional, Top
Duality Products 8. Service at a very Reasonable
Rate. We handle all types of phone work, from
the smallest residential job to the installation
service of multi•line business systems.
As a Supply Store, we want to be sure to
carry the products that you will be needing. We
feel the best may to do this is to ash you. If you
feel you may be interested in any of the pro.
ducts below, simply check that item(s) 8. send
the list to us. We're looking forward to hearing
from you.
.Pre-wiring of a new Home or Business
.Convential Phones
.Decorator Phones
.Multi.line Business Systems
.Telephone Answering Sets
.Do.lt Yourself Telephone Accessories
.Additional Wiring in my Nome or Business
Wireless Phones
Seek. Name, Address
Speaker Phones
'
Telephoto' No.
.Other (Specify)

To: BJ's Telephone Systems 1603
Belmont Murray
Bobby Wade, Owner
753- 2220
Frte Estimates

MC

Surplus
Central
Tate's A
Ky. 5 ml
on Hwy
Sept. 1
Included
utility
cash
approve
sale of
open to
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LEMAN & TIM"• 1 huniday Nrpiensber 16

19ir2

310
34. Housesfor Rent
made
70. 436
re 12x60
rnishea
owner
For
rcl
on call
:47
K 60
lots of
5099 or

Rentals
===

iedroom
'0 miles
ty
$160
deposit
ter 5 00
newly
y Oaks
5209
Or rent,
h plus
out on
ouples
ets 753
I trailer
Murray
family
pets, It
private
ral heat
y de
month,
i449

toning,

and
serrands.

oye with
Call 753-

ditioner,
5 also 9
rd wall
ther
00 Call

:all 435
A

lals

41. Public Sale

Three bedroom near
car
kenlake Resort
petecl, water furnished
baseboard heat, wood
heater $195 Call 442
5647
Three bedroom dupfeo
range and refrigerator
carport
outside stor
age, no pets, $260 per
month
Deposit $200
Call 753 9758

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

16. Homesfor Sale

GIGANTIC
YARD
SALE

For Party
Yard

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

Mra

INC

PLANT
SALE

3.

FOUR PARTY
SALE

,
Strout
Realty

GARAGE
SALE

4.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

It

re bed•
ks Pine
he. $200
14, 759

tr- room
rwn town
753 4645

ole room
bedroom
6. Em
nts Call

)edroom
ir down753 4109,
144
apart
ed room
lent for
Call 753

duplex
is heat,
for 5225,
eference.

duplex
, 3 miles
Call

Irtment 1
rnished.
✓ 5p.m.

!tit

iency $95
osit Call
5793

ent

house,
2 bed
100 Peggy
Call 492

.
BIG CARPORT
THREE PARTY
SALE
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

641 AUCTION HOUSE

MUMS THE WORD
100's of hardy cushion Mums Assorted
colors.

'fled
ex
Top

able
From

e to
We
you
pro

send

irin•

lress

03
20

47. Motorcycles

YES YOU CAN BUY
New 3 bedroom home on
SELLER will help you
beautiful wooded lot
buy his home Enjoy the
with
spring fed creek,
lake and wildlife from
the warm family room new appliances, new
2
in winter and the patios air conditioner. 1
Sale
1618
in the summer
This baths, carport
Oakhill Dr
Westwood
Sattorday 8 AM to
three bedroom is nes
HARRELL'S FARM
fled on a beautiful Subdivision 7535.014
4 PM
NOME
ONE YOU DREAM
wooded lot with ad
819 South 4th
dittonal acreage with ABOUT , 3 bedroom
PARKING LOT
brick, 10 brick, quality
undisturbed
natural
Street
Friday and
beauty abounding with construction on 21 acres
good tendable land
of
G lassware,
dogwoods
overlooking
Saturday
the lake All this can be with substantial road
31. For Rent or Lease
9-00 AM to
clothes, quilt tops
frontage
on two paved
yours with seller I man
500 PM
This is an
NW lots more.
cing. Call 753-1492 and highways
Building for rent 103 N
let Century 21 Loretta excellent investment
3rd Dixie Dry Cleaners
for
now
and
in the
See Thomas H Crider
Jobs Realtors helo You.
future Located east of
753 5153
Murray and just re
Commercial Property
duced to $63,900 for a
in Coldwater - has
37. Livestock-Supplies
quick sale. Don't delay.
several possibilities.
call today Offered by
Grade Holstein heifer
Century 21, Loretta
Service station, store,
calf due in October Call
Jobs Realtors. 753 1492
436 7845
C-2 Coach Ii
shop.
clean-up
Friday BAM to 6Pfil
One bedroom house, if
HEALTH FORCES the
IIAM to SPM
512,000.
Saturday
BAM
to 1PM
acre, 11 miles East.
sale of my Arabian
Sat. Sept. 18
CALL US Al
Needs work but ',yea
Horses
reasonable ofOn highway 121 North
ONLY
753 41100 re 459-2266
ble. 54900. Call 753.5750.
fers accepted Evenings
one
mile
from city
Couch and chair,
753 6126
Quality built 3 bedroom
brick home with central
household
clothing,
limits
Horses boarded
Stalls
gas
heat, central air,all
$30, pasture $20.
much
items, and
appliances, neatly Ian
Limited space
Phone
Cancelled
if
more.
dscaped with fenced -in
753 3010.
back yard. Located in
reins.
Registered Tennessee
-4 43. Real Estate
Canterbury Estates,
Walking horse also will
Realtors
KOPPERUD REALTY
rent 10 acres pasture.
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
753 1222.
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Call 312-737 2818.
bath, 2 level home
Murray, By.
REDUCED 54,000! New
located at the lake with
2 bedroom brick 4 miles
water acsess This well
Pets-Supplies
North Built by quality
built home has family
craftsmen, with best
AKC registered Great
room, wall to wall 45. Farmsfor Sale
heat pump, fully inDane Puppies for sale.
carpet, redwood deck 14 Acres, Lynn Corove
sulated, city water
Call 492-8812 after 5 PM.
on three sides, cathe
Area, $14,000. Call to
concrete
driveway and
dral beam ceiling, and 2 day, Coleman Real
AKC registered
Friday
sidewalk. Nice private
fireplaces with Estate 753'9898.
Dalmation puppies, 8
lot
in
excellent
Sept.
11
heatolator and stove Excellent farm pro
weeks old. Call 642 2360.
insert to keep your perty in high state of neighborhood. Buy
All Sizes
For sale. Birddog pup•
electric bills very low. cultivation. 42 acres direct from owner be•
pies $Q. Call 753-9957
All Kinds
$58,900. Call Spann with 36 acres tendable fore Oct. 1st for only
after 6p.m.
$33,900. Phone 753-9773.
Realty AssOC, 7$3 7Z24.
and 6 acres in timber.
1 709 Ryon Ave.
41. Public Sale
2.22 acres of tobacco Remodeled home near
University
3 bedroom
base with barn_ Easy
plus furnished apart
acess on rural road as
ment.
Lots
of extra's.
land is on both sides
with several outstand- Call 753-3949.
'an
ing building sites. $55, Save energy on your
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
Office Coast te Coast
000. Call Spann Realty home that uses wood
121 N. beside
and is well insulated. 3
Boyers horn Everywhere
Assoc. 753 7724.
miles from town,
IAA& Sorric• Since 1900
County Line Grocery
Seven Acres between
miles from East School,
1911 Coldwater Road
Murray and Mayfield.
between Coldwater
3
bedroom 2 bath, on 1
Monty,
Ketitecky
42071
Has well and Septic.
801 N. 19th
and Farmington.
acre lot, reduced to
1501) 753-0156
Coleman Real Estate,
$30,000.
Call 753-884.
Some
furniture,
Thurs.,
753 9898
Anytione
This 17 acre tract is a
new ceramics, lots of
JOlt KENNON
Two and one quarter
Fri. & Sat.
bargain, with a mobile
Smoker
acres land. Brooks
odds
and
ends.
home hookup, city wa•
lit:eased I Bonded
Chapel Church road.
Cancollod if rains will
Glassware,
dolls
ter
and septic tank. All
Call 474 2334,
for 512,000. Call on this
and collectibles.
be next weekend.
COUNTRY LIVING
one
today. KOPPERUD
Homesfor Sale
PRIVATE neat 3, bedREALTY 753-1222.
room 2 bath home on 19 story House and 2
large fully wooded lot ' 2 acres, south of Lynn 47. Motorcycles
miles East of Lynn Grove. Coleman Real 1966 Honda Dream 305
Grove. Full finished Estate, 753 9898.
$200. Call 753 5.476 or see
basement for an extra Attractive two bedroom 507 Pine, back
family room or office.. home with wall to wall apartment. 400 S. 4th St.
Central heat and Air, carpeting, fireplace,
On Locust
1973 Honda 750
fireplace, deck. Call new roof in 1978 plus One
Fri. and Sat.
customized excellent
Grove Rood
1
od
a
y
. half acre lot. Located
B AM to 6 PM
condition.
753-6005 8 5,
WHY RENT?' nice 2 two miles East of
2nd house
Couch, chair, cof753-6476 after 5p.m., ask
bedroom, 1 bath home Murray and priced at
on right
for Eddie.
fee table, end table,
with owner financing $21,900. Call KOPSat., Sept. 18
refrigerator, antique
available located just PERUD REALTY 753' 1973 Yamaha 250 MX,
dirt bike_ Call 7530123
items.
Dishes, crochet
north of Hazel
1222.
glassware, lamp,
DUPLEX ON DODSON Beautiful furnished or or 436-5433.
drapes, nic sacks and
A great buy. Let us unfurnished house, on 5 1975 Kawaski 175 F-7C,
many more items.
show you this property acre wooded lot, on Ky. on and off road motor
With owner financing Lake. 3 bedroom, cycle. 2300 miles,$450.
Call 759-1303.
available
livingroom, kitchen
Purdom & Thurman screened in porch, sun
1979 'Honda Dirt Bike
Real Estate 753'4451.
deck, and sauna. 16 XR 500, perfect condi
miles
lion.
1969 Dodge, auto
from
Murray.
Completely redecorated
matic, power steering
in fine taste 4 bedroom, 753-8207.
318 motor, 435-4557 after
1 '2 story home in city. Florida home 2 bed
Owner financing at 10 room, workshop, large 5 PM.
give you low screen porch, quiet 1980 GS 1100L Sazukt
percent,
Sat. Sept. 18
monthly payments. A subdivision. Royal motocycle. Asking
SOS Whitetail
B AM to 3 PM
large double lot, 2 car Palms in yard, ideal 52300. 1981 GS 1000L
Saturday
garage, and storage retirement home, near SaZuki motorcycle ex
807 N. 18th
shed. Economical heat bay. Owner must sell cellent condition. Ask
11AM to?
Furniture,
and many extras. Call due to health. $32,000. mg $2800
759-9526 or
Childrens clothes,
Spann Realty Assoc. 759 4704.
glassware, antiques,
items,
eisesetteid
753 6802.
753 772.4.
many
clothes
and
bicycle, lots more.
Looking for a bargain in
See what Mary Kay Cosmetics can do
other items.
todays market? There
w
for you.
is plenty around. But,
before you make your
Marcia Burpoe Koenecke
final choice, look at this
5 PARTY
Professional Beauty Consultant
3 bedroom home,
YARD SALE
located in Hazel. Re502-753-7812
duced to $11,500, older
Sat. Sept. 18
home with that certain
8:00 AM to 4 PM
Spann
charm. Call
In New Concord
Realty Assoc. 753 7724.
Saturday, Sept. 18
across from
'
Purdom & Thurman
8:00 a.m. to
Post Office
Hwy. 641North, Paris, Tn. Every
Insurance &
5:00 p.m.
Friday night 7:00 p.m.
Real Estate
few. posts, old clof
hole chest of drawers,
Southside Court Sq.
This week green alladin lamp, picture
rim 4947.
91 chikir9
.
9
1508 Belmont
frames, depression glass, oak chifarobe,
Murray, Kentucky
clothes, smell gasoline
stone jars, old pottery, clocks, old 78
753-4451
saoter mod enrich mere
records. kerosine lamps, odd glassware,
/
ASYES YOU CAN
electric lamps and much more.
SUMABLE LOAN FOR

$3.95 each
HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
1 mile on 94 East

759-4512

Surplus Units from South
Central Bell location Jim
Tate's Auto Auction, Almo,
Ky. 5 miles north of Murray
on Hwy. 1824. Thursday,
Sept. 16 at 5:45 p.m.
Included are cars, vans,
utility trucks. Terms are
cash or previously
approved checks. Only the
sale of telephone vehicles
open to the public.

753-8300

YOU ! Just listed 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
maintenance free
home. Spend your leisure hours on wrap•
around deck with a cool
glass of lemonade.
Basement recreation
room with stone
fireplace Mature trees
on nice double lot. Dial
(Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors) 753-1492.

753-1222
Homo% u u.6-1C
111111111LAINEA

It

Tasteful is the
word for this
totally remodeled
home located in a
desireable older
section of town.
Plush carpeting,
new kitchen
cabinets and gas
heat are just a few
of the special
_feat u-re-if- you
should see today.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY: 7531222.

LARRY BAUCUM
AUCTIONEER

Na. WS

A

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Sept. 18, 1982,
10:00 AM, rain or shine, at the
late Edna Hale home, located on
the corner of 5th and Elm Street,
Murray, Ky.
Will well Queen size hide-a-bed, wall hugger
recliner, new couch, lamps and tables, lounger
recliner, radio clock. 17" Zenith color TV,
round oak dining table with 2 leaves and 6
chairs, coffee maker, mixer, vacumn cleaner,
bedroom suite with new box springs and
mattress, electric sewing machine, bookcase,
manual typewriter, bed linen, rocking chair,
luggage, all kinds of cooking utensils, antiques,
set of Fosteria glassware, Haines and Edwards
silver plate silverware. Queen ace silverware.
oak wardrobe, oak desk and chair also lots
more items too numerous to mention.

Not responiible for accidents.

TERRY SHOEMAKER
AUCTIONEER: 753-0262

WILSON
Administrator
GANTT 753-4500

53. Services Offered

1982 Yamaha Tr J Motor
175 3 wheeler
1980
Yamaha YZI10 753 6756
or 759 4016 after Sp m

ROOF

PROBLEMS?
1981 Interstate 1100
Burgundy, CB AM FM
Cassette, cruise, safety
tires, extra sharp 18000
Must sell fast.
miles
54.300 negotiable, 489
2825

Need a waled IP.
Illaild-ap
or
Residential.
Local
references. CaN Nagle
Otedend, 159 - 1718 or
elan?

753-8076.

53. Serifices Otterea

53. Services Offered

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience
Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2159, nights 474 2276

Patnting Paperhanging
C ommerciai
Residential Interior
Exterior Farm
Buildings
25 years
Tremon
experience
Farris 759 19/17
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Central air
Repair
Commercial and Re
sidenttal Service
436
5536

OBINSON

41. Auto Services
IMPORT AUTO
SALVAGE, New and
used parts, rebuilt en
gtnes etc Call 474 2325.
P & H auto repair
Reasonable prices. Call
Pat Hodges at 492 8500
also small engine
repair.

Chimney Sweeping
Service
Do it now
before yOu need your
The working
chimney
list is growing Call now
to secure an appoint
ment 435 434 or 762'
Duane's Place Used 4792
Volkswagon parts, tuneConcrete, block, brick,
up, break jobs, rebuilt basements, bun
motors 435 4272.
dations, drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
49. Used Cars
chimneys: Free es
1969 LTD Ford, runs timates. Call 753-5476.
good and looks good
FREE ESTIMATES On
$375_ also 8x50 Mobile All Electrical, Plumb
Home would make good ing, Painting, and Well
storage or can be lived Pump Needs. Licensed
in $500. Call 753-6386
Call 753-0092 or 753 9673.
1972 Chevrolet, 2 door Fence sales at Sears
hardtop, clean, excel
now Call Sears 753'2310
lent mechanical condi
for free estimate for
hon. 5675 1803 College your needs.
Farm Road,
APPLIANCE
1972 LTD. Call 753 4923 SERVICE- Kenmore
after 6.00 PM
Westinghouse,
1973 thru 1978 truck Whirlpool. 20 years
parts, windshield $50, experience. Parts and
Doors $100, fenders $50, service_ Bobby Hopper
429 engine $300, C -6 Bob's Appliance Sertransmission $100. vice 202 S. 5th St.
Power steering $75. 7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
Weiand aluminum in
753 8886(home).
take and valve covers All roofing, painting,
$75.F its small block home and farm building
chevrolet. 20 and 30 gal repairs, to
discount
fish aquarium with with this ad. Call Mike
assories and stanad $75, 502 435-4223 or Paul
for both. three 350 901-247 3716. Free
chevrolet transmissions Estimates.
$100 each, 400 trans- Appliance repair work
mission for oldsmobile, all brands. Specializl, in
pontaic or Buick $100. Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
AM ft•track radio $20.
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
All parts guaranteed
Can install all parts
Call 759 1200 before 5
Will clean carpets,
PM.
windows, also clean
1974 MG, Midget, 45,000
end wax hard wood
miles. Call 247-9467,
floors.... Satisfaction
1975 Monte Carlo,
guaranteed.
PS,PB, tilt wheel, $1100.
A-1 condition. Call 759114.
1976 LTD 2 door, real
Guttering
M
by Sears.
nice car. Call 492-8596..
Sears continuous gut
1978 Mercury Cougar ters installed for your
XR•7, loaded one owner, specifications. Call
14,505. Call 759-4677 Sears 753 2310 'for free
after 6 PM.
estimate
1979 Firebird, air con- Insulation blown in by
ditioned, automatic, Sears. TVA approved.
stereo, Damaged. Save on those hip
$3,250. Call 753 9710,
bil sh e at Callng a
snd
ears c7 31213
7
0
1978 MOnte Carlo power
steering, power brakes, for tree eLtitTiqteS,
power windows, air' JC & C Sheeting - Vinyl.
condition, AM-FM 8 - aluminum, steel & vinyl
track stereo, 305 motor, coated aluminum siding
low mileage, good con- and trim for- houses
dition $3400. Call 436- Also fiberglass shake
siding. We also put on or
7894
repair galvanized and
aluminum roofs and
siding for barns. 759
1600 office or 753-0329
home

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

DAY
753-3716
753-5292

20 years experience
Stained
floors
our
specielity

*

BODEAU
Johnson Repair Sen.,
anything for the mobile
home, roof on down.
Also small engines lawn
mowers, etc 492 8772
K I. K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-43/3 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Lake Refrigeration Air
conditioners, small ap
pliances repaired. 474
111341.
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn ,
mercial. Heating and
aircondition, gas installation and repair.
Phone 753- 7203.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-8536.

Roofing All Types, 15
years experience, all
work guaranteed. Don
Wilkerson, 489-2580
345-2602,

Of

FLOOR CO
354-6127
STORAGE Boats, Don
boons. campers $1 per
foot per month
Win
ter t zation and fall re
pairs. 10 percent off
with this add. Murray
Sport & Marine 718 S
4th St.
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor. Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting. Free
estimate
Call 753 4686
or 753 0487.
Tree Trimming
For
estimate call 753-6710
before 11.00 Am or after
5 00 PM on weekdays_
WELL DRILLING and
repair
Campbell Well
Drilling McKenzie, TN
1 rregation residential
901
and commercial
351 3671.
Will sharpen hand saws
circular saws, and
chain saws. 753-4656
Ca
Service
Alemison
alsmemai andflayl sidle!
werk
Iris
cistern
Reterewes Call Will II
Bailey 153-0689

56. Free Column
Free. healthy 4 week old
puppies. half Alaskin
Malumut.-Call 492-8566.

753-3317

1979 Dodge
Omni

Murninum
Front

wheel

drive,

siding and

and Vinyl
Aluminum

hatchback, good gas
mileage, 54,000

trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

miles good condition.
53,200

Jack Glower

THE FLASH CUBE
RCA blank Video Cassettes
VK 250, 6 hour capacity
$1 4.95

plus tax.

Flea Market
Sat. 18th Sun. 19th

Free Spaces
Murray Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds
Highway 121 N.
Phone 753-4669. 753-9729 or
753-4153

753-1873

753-3940
1981 Park Ave Buick,
loaded 27,000, diesel.
Call 753 3672
1982 Mercury LN7 Hatchback loaded $6500.
753-6023.
1982 Mercury LN 7,
black, loaded, under
warrenty Call 759-t429,
Four 1980 model Buick
LaSabras, 4 door, 350
engines all A-1 condition, radial tires, power
and air, Can sell some
Call
at half price
436-2427

50. Used Trucks
1975 El Cameo°. extra
clean, mechanically
sound, must see to
appreciate. call 753
05,11

51. Campers
1974 Coachman Cadet
camper, good condition
Call 753 9915
1981 Jayco Pop up.
sleeps 6, factory awn
ing, slide out stove,
closet, overhead
cabinet. spare tire,
nice Call 759 4964 after
S PM
Aluminum topper for
long wheel base truck.
$100.
good condition
Call 753 5181.

52. Boats-Motors
1967 Glaspar 16 ft
runabout with 75 Hp
Johnson
Will accept
best offer Call 753 9413
after 5 30 PM

53. Services Offered
B & 0 General Con
tractirtg, roofing and
painting Call 474 BOOB
Build and Repair
tobacco-trams -Fret&
estimate Call 435-43-47
CARPET CLEANINO,
cree Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibre Steam or Quick.
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning/.
,ee's Carpet cleaning
'S3 5527

AUCTION SALE
Auction sale Saturday, Sept. 18th at 10: AM at the
late Mrs. Algie Tabors home just west of Coldwater,
Ky. on Hwy. 121.
Will sell her personal property, house and lot, and 4.8 acres
more or less behind her lot. Like new air conditioner. good B & W
TV., nice love seat, 2 swivel rocker, window.fan, nice round
center table, old picture frames, couch & chair. coffee & end
tables, small rocker, nice 3 piece large poster bedroom suit, new
electric Singer sewing machine, feather bed, electric heaters.
platform rocker, glass door bookcase, wicker clothes hamper.
straight chairs. good 20" electric stove, good upright freezer, like
new frost free refrigerator, good round dining table & chairs. 20th
century treadle sewing machine, small 4 drawer chest. 3 drawer
chest, chrome table & chairs, some nice clean old quilts, wringerr
washer, old churn, stone crochs. iron skillets, pots & pans, stone
mixing bowls, amber mixing bowls, old glass & china, toaster,
mixer, pressure cooker SE canner, food chopper, old churn lid SE
dasher, metal cabinets, old hi back dresser & mirror. Jenny Linn
bed, hidabed couch, old kerosene lamps, vanity lamps, odd chest
of drawers, small spool leg table, vacuum cleaner. 5 gal glass
jug. old pie safe, hand & garden tools, lawn mower, step ladder.
pressure spray, swing, picnic table, many other items not listed.

Sale held rein or shine
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
The Real Estate will sell with conformation, a 3 bedroom
house, bath, private well water, natural gas heat, with about 500
foot highway frontage. The house & lot consist of one acre more
or less plus 4.8 acres behind more or less

The Real Estate will be handled by: ROBERTS REAL ESTATE, South
12th & Sycamore, Murray, Ky. none 753-1651.
. down day of sale, balance in 30
Terms on Real Estate 10 °
,days or with delivery of diiod

DAN MILLER, Auctioneer
For More Information Phone 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Licensed S. Benwd in By. & Tenn.
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Rev. Frank Floyd to conduct revival services
McCuiston's
rites Friday
Services for J W Jim
McCuiston will be Friday
at 1:30 p.m in the chapel
of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Ed Davis
will officiate. Singers
from New Concord
Church of Christ with
O.K. Stubblefield as
leader will sing
Pallbearers will be
Gary Earns, Shea Sykes.
Charles Ray Henry.
Donald Cook, Mason Mc:
Cuiston and Isaac Allbritten. Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. McCuiston, 83, Rt.
5, died Wednesday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Evie Henry
McCuiston; one
daughter, Mrs. Marshall
Campbell; three sons,
Tom, Dan and Jimmy
McCuiston: two sisters,
Miss Ara McCuiston and
Mrs. Annie Martin; one
brother, Arvin McCuiston; five grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
A permanent magnet
called "alnico- can hold
up to 60 times its own
weight. It is made of an
alloy of cobalt, nickel and
aluminum.

The Rev. Frank Floys1
Services will be at 10 50
of Knoxville, Tenn.. will a.in and 7 p.91 on Sunbe speaker for revival day and at 12 30 pin and
services at Memorial 7 pin , Monday. through
Baptist Church starting Thursday.
Sunday. Sept. 19, and eonMusic will be directed
tinumg through Thurs- by Milton Gresham with
day . Sept 23
special music presenta-

Close-shave secrets revealed
BOSTON
API - A
man's face has about
15,500 whiskers, but there
are Just a few basic
techniques to get a good
shave.
Softening the beard is
the most important step,
so start with a facial prewash, using warm, soapy
water,says Gillette Co

Shave with light, gentle
strokes, using as few as
passible to minimize irritation. Since the
coarsest whiskers grow
on the upper lip and chin,
Frank Floyd
shave these areas last:
longer contact with the lions each service.
Memorial Baptist
moisture from water and
shave cream makes Church, located at Tenth
and Main Streets, is
removal easier.

service...

LOUISVILLE. Ky AP - USDA
Cattle and calves 150 riot enough for ar
curate price test
representatiye
dames steady to weak
Slaughter rows. utility 36 00-42 75
cutter 114037 00 canner and cutter
under 100 lb 0 40-3350
Slaughter bulla 1.2 125-370k
49 SO.
52 50 yield grade 2 1065-1193 lb 44 SO.
4540
Slaughter calves and veaiers, good
210-00 lb vealers 50 50-54 00. feeder
steers medium frame 647 lb 62 75.
medium frame 1.2335-4401k 57 50-59 00
500-11)0 lb 54 11459 OD holstein. 350.39S lb
SO 00-56 00 730 lb 50 00 heifers medium

frame 400-440 lb 49 00-51 OS medium
frame 1.2 345-365 lb 31 50-43 50 5595
lb 44 00-47 SO.
Hogs 500. 754 00 higher. 1.2 21955
lb 63 01.4425. number 2 =1.5.5 lb 63 50
63 90, 1-3 210.240 lb 62 SO-63 55. number
3 315-325 lb 60 9340 30, sows 50-1 00
lower. 1.2 few 35 lb 56 00. 459.95 lb
511 00-59 09 509605 lb 59 00-59 50.
medium 310-475 lb 49 75-53 75. boars
over 300 lb 49 0040 00. under MO lb
52 50-54 00
29. represented classes
Sheep
steady. slaughter lambs choice and
prune 90 lb 5040 feeders choice and
fancy 79 lb 4540

w.A
1140

Surit Markel faratiMail
klichalati

by IWO rd

Silver, 1-top, wheels, automatic, PS,PB, our
ower windows, power doors locks, AM-FM
cassette, rear defogger, tilt, cruise.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

insurance Agency
Soother FP.011 IO
,snee
;ecleralv
ti
‘
nper

GM 611.1AIJTY

101N 4th Federal Kemper
153-4931 Insurance Company CIE

Federal-State Rorke( 'Veisi ricr•o
September IT 19112
Kentucky Purchase Area Hoe Marl,
Report Includes 6 Buy ing Stations
Remota Art 501 FM 650 Barrer.. &
Slower Sows 140-2 Slower
US 1.2219240[he
$1400'
US ?309210 Ito
111 5.. •
US 2 21950 lbs
US 2-3 50.270 115s
Sows
US 1.2270.150 Its
Es•
US 1-3 X0-450 Ito
fo,
US 1-3 450400 Its
Ric •
US1-3506450
51 16-3410-sS
tv
tjS 2.3 3011500 lbs
Boars 41-46

lOmb

1980 Chevy Comoro 2-28

.hen ,,,ou *ant to insure your home, personal belongings,
%ell help you select insurance that's
•, •• ..,•••1 ,14
• it Depend on us

BOB NANNEY

Hog market

Iliamsma
CBE TWO

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

3,12
, hlri co health

247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488

Livestock market

L•
4005 -Is
411 •1
Ws -1
musk
341 or
Il an

Adit

We're at your

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
MAYFIELD, KY

1.14.1
Powell
Haber 001.
Tanta.
US TOME.
Wal-liamet
airot.'•

crichruting O ears of ter Prwiliala
AMbars0
ministry in Murray.
The public is invited to Americas Teisseurie
attend the services, ac- Peewee
o ording to Dr. Jerrell Fmk
A0
White. church pastor.
lament DYnimin".
tarn/ Motors
A nursery will be pro- Galena
Tire
vided each night. Gamines
Transportation will be Camdmar
Od
available by cahng Glen laM
J C Paso
Hale at 753-6382.
Jaws

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

KLINT KELLEY

Mobsausin l“erede

GB

saavce nuns

GIONIMAL NOTO1115 PARTS OfV15201

753-2617
641 S. Murray

SAVE- SAVE-SAVE- SAVE -SAVE-SAVE -SAVE-SAVE- 1;
1

).( BYRON'S

Ih&J

ICC
41011

PHARMACYDISCOUNT

506 N. 12th Murray Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

]VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

m'Pv't109""

Free
, Blood
990 Pressure
Tests
- madiA-&-tkik-41.&&_Ata,A.A.,-,-smq
Chlor-Trimetron
•

las

4 mg.
Limit 1
24's

24

ICC

50

Byron's now has

k

Of Any

LEA

4,01

NEW

OFF[k

Helena

Helena. !;
Rubinstein it Rubinstein
Product jit.,,kA, Make-Up

Avvle-v "
"

Doxidan

Capsules

Save $4616 $79*
Per Set Of4
SI.
WHITELL
WA

Rapala,
Price
par tire

P155/80R13 $ 62.90
P175/80R13 $ 74.95
P195/75R14 $ 90.85
P205/75R14 $ 94.50
P205/75R15 $ 95.45
P215/75R15 $ 99.45
P225/75R15 $102.80
P235/7-5R15 $110.20
On sizes shown above.

SALE
PR/CE
per tire

YOU
SAVE
per tire

$49.00
$63.45
$75.40
$78.30
$79.05
$82.20
$84.70
$90.45

$13.90
$11.50
$15.45
$16.20
$16.40
$17.25
$18.10
$19.75

No,30

$1 52
$1 74
$2.16
$2.30
$2.42
$2.57
$2.73
$2.93-

Shop Today!
Fourteen More Sizes
Sale Priced Too.
ForImports
And Domestic Cars.
Last Day To Saw:
Tuesday, Sept>4'21
P'
;:;
• Plaalerl.arel • Vow • Amer* an Empnme • t •en

uh1MM

Plus FEY
No trade
needled

f52 Back-to-School Refund Certificate

$2

REFUND
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
SAVINGS
Get 2 U.S. Dollar Coins when you buy
3 different brands from-the group below

•Americas number one selling all season
radial
•Gas-saying steel belted radial ply
construction
•Great wet dry traction on front or rear wheel
drive
• E.ac.rollinu lona wearing
tread compound

NAM CHECK If arc sell
out of
n rain chm:li ....urine future
dellverv
yo"
'
r arthw'.
ea

We Can Easil
Transfer Your
4 Refill Prescription
To Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

39a

S2•
A.,6k

Qa.t

75
,inneeta xen
Wartime. pent
P•tri•

10 Os.
•Inspect •Il fr•ur
nee • .111. ,11
,
51111'•
front or mat •.•I .•fler lareher ere,
ROM. 81,111.1•1•0 •Ir..I siopernion anal or-et
eIrSfelif Illor s car,. and 1111.1fl• •11.
.1.table su-sifervienc jm holes ffnel weneei
dove
111...refle,nrell
Itsrlehersnn Nrirof enrrectIon erne Parr- Arlo
vet•Ices eslr• rf wen.

nod.

Include.

nee. Irani
k 1r
,
tir heel torertnea in
• eydraulit .estern add fluid
/cc
x
Smolt
trent
pada resort..., front retort.
r calipers
011
4..Abseil:1mm Inman new brake Ii,,

or. inylas

Liberal Budget Terms.

721 South 12th Street - Murray, Ky. 42071

170's 71/2 oz.

(502) 753-0595

INNOVATION

'•"""'""'""'"""'

4o1.

Mitt MT 11111 3
4000 FOLLOWING
rfASf LOif • A li., O.
2.051'
tire
CMGs Seen
013)1*1 •
Penobum
L -1E X
Nes,eeee..e,
ROA • eaesrear

PROOFS 0,
eUriCeial
•
•.

BM, 10 504901;MAD PO 1102.0511 J.Nrntsr 0.iy PO OW

7

pm v'apw

!
1111'

THE FUN DOESN'T STOP
WHEN YOU HAVE PI

Open 9:00-9:00 • *100 OFF
regular price of
Mon.-Sat. and • thedevelop
and print
roll orders for all
1:00-6:00
.0.
110,126, 35mm,
Mark 35 and
Sundays
49,08
• DuAan
.
'La
. •
- 3AVS-3AVS-3AVS 3AVS -3AVS

HG OF THE

Silt

1 599941 294941 2

Warn alleremel $31P1.
ne
alio" you* f sr es stereo ea.,rrereece one eiven
a smalls
MOM Il• *mere/ meeMe
ar
Sion where Orsokartell Offer .ea Men
e,
rre tee...cement el toes arod .es that
hero. Worn nr flaers.ed Aoreesien1 voin
if 1•TVII, ewe •Iferr ,0 the allormer0

RUDOLPH TIRES is ALIGNMENT

GP

Aht

3AVS

0% SHOE SHACK

`r):
3

3AVS

•

3AVS

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
(NEXT TO BEHRS)

FRIDAY, SEPT. 17, SATURDAY, SEPT. 18, SUNDAY, SEPT. 19

FREE MSU T-SHIRTS

PENNIJOAFERS

WITH PUfitHASE OF SHOES OR PURSE
.)-ne
tb - $21 °°
hack
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER (NEXT TO BEHRS)

L

•

••• ••-40 +ft.

• w n n•

COLORED PRINT

1

ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONS
ON SELECTED FALL ITEMS
10

HRS. Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-9:00 Sun. 1:00-5:00

